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As the research community seeks to find ways to extract energy from the environment, the
author looks to nature for inspiration. Through evolution, nature has engineered energy
scavengers out of every living organism. As a result, biomimicry, or the copying of nature,
has become an excellent way to find solutions to engineering problems that evolution has
already optimized. Biomimetics encompasses the “studies and imitation of nature's meth-
ods, mechanisms and processes.” The work presented in this thesis focuses on the full
development of two types of energy conversion devices that seek to address the needs of
remote sensor networks and mobile electronics using biomimetic and bioinspired devices.
Specifically, transpiration in plants is mimicked to convert energy from evaporation. 
The miniaturization of technology into the micro and nanoscale, along with the rap-
idly increasing decentralization of sensing and computation systems has created a need for
energy-scavenging technologies [1]. Devices that scavenge power or perform work by uti-
lizing energy already present in their environment are of interest to researchers in applica-
tions where such devices could power remote sensors and actuators. Applications are found
in areas where hard-wired connections are not feasible or are too expensive, and where bat-
tery maintenance and replacements are costly. Potential sources of ambient energy include,
but are not limited to, vibrations [2], wind [3], thermal gradients [4], pressure [5], and light
[6]. The large numbers of varied ambient stimuli available in an environment have opened
a wide field of possible energy scavenging mechanisms for scientists and engineers to
explore. The current state-of-the-art electrical energy scavengers have demonstrated power
output levels from the nano Watt up to the milli Watt range [7] and have been driven by the
development of low-power CMOS digital circuit design [8]. However, despite improve-
ments in power handling, architecture, and sensor design; the actual availability of suffi-
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cient and portable power supplies remains the most challenging technological barrier to the
wide deployment of wireless sensors [9],[10]. Figure 1.1 shows the relative improvement
in various computing technologies and compares them to the relative improvement in bat-
tery energy density [6]. It is obvious from this plot that as disk capacity and CPU speed
have improved significantly, very little relative improvement is seen in batteries, which
show meager growth rates of approximately 8% per year. This data presents one of the
compelling arguments for the development of energy scavenging technologies.
1.1 Biomimicry
Nature provides innumerable examples of energy scavengers from simple unicellular
organisms such as photosynthetic diatoms that scavenge energy from light to complex
mammals such as humans that scavenge energy from the caloric content of food. The term
biomimetics was coined in 1969 by Otto Schmitt [11],[12], and although engineering
research is not yet capable of mimicking complex natural systems, biomimetics includes
the use of various components of natural systems for specific applications. The research
Figure 1.1 The relative improvement in computing technology from 1990 to 2003. This plot
provides a clear picture of how battery energy density has remained stagnant over the









































presented here is inspired by and mimics components of transpiration in plants to scavenge
mechanical energy for actuation and to generate electrical energy.
As early as 1975, the process of photosynthesis in was mimicked to convert light
into electrical energy using chloroplast photoelectrochemical cells [13]. The motion of
moth caterpillars was mimicked in linear actuators such as the INCHWORM® motors fab-
ricated by Burleigh Instruments [14]. Biomimicry has a wide potential to provide commer-
cializable products. For example, the wings of the Sternocara beetle of the Namib Desert
have the potential to inspire water harvesting materials for arid climates due to their ability
to collect water via the condensation of small droplets from the early-morning fog in their
desert climate [15]. In fact, the water collection mechanism can be implanted in the devices
presented in this thesis in order to condense water for use in actuation or power generation.
The wings of the Sternocara beetle are covered with waxy hydrophobic bumps and non-
waxy hydrophilic wells arranged in an alternating fashion, and can collect droplets as small
as 1 - 40 µm in diameter from the desert wind. Without these microstructures, such small
volumes of water could easily evaporate in the heat of the desert. Instead, water forms on
the hydrophobic bumps, and is collected in the hydrophilic regions.
The hydrologic cycle, or the water cycle, describes the journey that water follows
as it moves from above and below the surface of the Earth. This solar-powered cycle is con-
tinuous, and can be exploited at various phases to extract work. One of the earliest exam-
ples of using hydropower is the water wheel, which uses the runoff and water flow from the
condensation and precipitation phase of the cycle. The Energy Harvest Eel (Eel) is a
MEMS device that utilizes the same phase of the water cycle as the water wheel. The Eel
device uses piezoelectric polymers which harvest electrical energy from water flow in
rivers and oceans [16]. However, there are only a few examples [17]-[20] of researchers
making micromachined devices which scavenge energy from evaporation - the other side
of the water cycle. Even so, there are many environments favorable for transpiration; envi-
ronments need only a humidity gradient to cause evaporation to occur. Evaporation is
induced by changes in multiple parameters including temperature, relative humidity, pres-
sure, and air flow. A change in any of those ambient conditions could be exploited by an
evaporation harvesting technology. The continuous harvesting of energy would require
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either a constantly replenished volume of water or a cyclical condensation and evaporation
phases during operation.
Plants have evolved methods for extracting work from evaporation and the surface
tension of water. Evapotranspiration is a term used to signify the combined plant and soil
evaporating surfaces, where evaporation occurs at the soil-air interface, and transpiration
occurs at the plant-air interface, namely leaves [21]. The cohesion-tension theory described
the passive pumping of water from root to leaves via evaporation at microscale stomatal
pores [21]-[24]. Trees can move water from the ground through their microvasculature net-
works, without metabolic pumps. Instead, plants utilize a negative pressure in the water that
is contained under tension within their microvasculature networks. The ability of plants to
extract work from evaporation is the inspiration behind all of the work in this thesis.
1.2 Thesis Organization
In this thesis, transpiration is researched as a mechanism for mechanical and electrical
energy conversion. Two types of energy scavenging devices that were inspired by nature,
and specifically by the transpiration mechanism in plants, are developed, studied, and
tested. The first type of device consists of a new class of mechanical actuators that operate
via the evaporation of water. The second type of device uses an evaporation driven flow to
generate electrical power using a charge-pumping mechanism. 
Chapter II begins with an overview of microactuation technologies that use surface
tension as the driving force. Some of these technologies helped inspire as well as model the
actuators developed as part of this thesis. This chapter then describes the biomimetic
mechanical actuators that were developed for actuation using evaporation at room temper-
ature. The work described in this chapter includes the design and fabrication of mechanical
actuators, the mechanical and energy analysis to predict device actuation using device
geometry and material properties, bottom up self-assembly using transpiration actuation,
and presents a motivation to scale devices into the nano-regime and the use of this technol-
ogy as a way to make “programmable materials”. Both micro and nano scale actuators were
fabricated and tested. The transpiration driven actuators can be used in applications for the
un-powered and controlled self-assembly of microcomponents powered only by environ-
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mental humidity. The experimental work is coupled with the development of an accurate
theoretical model, which has generalized applications in the study of nanomechanics and
fluidics.
Chapter III presents an overview of energy harvesting technology including the
state of the art. Subsequently, Chapter IV presents an overview of transpiration in plants,
the mechanism, that is mimicked in the second main project of this thesis. 
Chapter V presents the first system to use evaporation-driven flows of water in
microchannels to convert the mechanical energy of the fluid into scalable electrical energy.
The device here uses evaporation-induced flows within leaf-like microvasculature net-
works to drive the movement of gas bubbles through capacitor plates. This motion allows
the charge pumping of an on-chip circuit, which can then be used to provide electrical
power. A current measurement circuit was used to characterize the currents generated by
bubble motion at various speeds. Multiple evaporators were designed and tested to enhance
the rate of evaporation by maximizing the evaporative surface are to volume ratio. Further,
the pressures in the system were studied and characterized, including electroosmotic pres-
sure which is significant at the nano scale, but also has a contribution at the microscale used
in this work. Lastly, a voltage output conversion circuit was designed, built and tested.
Measurable voltage outputs were obtained from each water to air interface and empirical
results showed good agreement with theory and simulation. 
The transpiration based electrical energy conversion device developed in this thesis
is differentiated from other energy scavenging devices because it utilizes the ubiquitous
humidity gradient to provide energy in place of other ambient conditions currently
exploited by the state of the art energy scavenging devices. This dissertation closes in





This chapter presents the design, fabrication and characterization of large displacement,
distributed-force polymer biomimetic actuators driven only by the surface tension of water.
The devices were inspired by the hygroscopic spore dispersal mechanism in fern sporangia.
The micro devices were fabricated through a single mask process using a commercial
photo-patternable silicone polymer to mimic the mechanical characteristics of plant cellu-
lose. An analytical model for predicting the microactuator behavior was developed using
the principle of virtual work, and a variety of designs were simulated and compared to
empirical data. Fabricated devices experienced tip deflections of more than 3.5 mm and
angular rotations of more than 330o due to the surface tension of water. The devices gener-
ated forces per unit length of 5.75 mN/m to 67.75 mN/m and were dependent on device
geometry. This thesis also presents results which indicate that the transient water-driven
deflections can be manipulated to generate devices that self-assemble into stable configu-
rations. The developed theoretical model shows that the devices should scale well into the
submicron regime. Nano-scale devices were fabricated; however, test environment limita-
tions were encountered and are discussed in this thesis. Lastly, the actuation mechanism
presented in this work may provide a robust method for embedding geometry-programma-
ble and environment-scavenged force generation into common materials.
This chapter begins in Section 2.1 with a brief overview of microactuation technol-
ogy. Section 2.2 presents information on the fern sporangium and how its actuation mech-
anism operates. Section 2.3 presents the device concept and operation. Section 2.4 presents
the theoretical considerations and the developed analytical model to predict device behav-
ior based on device geometry and material properties. This section also discusses the prin-
ciple of virtual work and the calculation of the minimal energy to solve for equilibrium
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states. Section 2.5 presents the device fabrication and Section 2.6 discusses testing process.
Section 2.7 presents the empirical test results of the fabricated devices, and compares them
to the analytical model; the significance of various geometric design parameters on the
amount of actuation and angle of rotation are discussed. Section 2.8 presents an example of
how the developed devices and transpiration actuation mechanism can be used for self-
assembly applications. Section 2.9 presents an argument for scaling to the nano-regime, as
well as device fabrication, experimental and analytical modeling results. Lastly,
Section 2.10 presents an argument for implementing this actuation mechanism into mate-
rials.
2.1 Background on Microactuation Technology
Researchers have demonstrated an interest in the potential for extracting work from liquid
surface tension for use in bottom-up self-assembly [25]-[27], batch assembly of microcom-
ponents [28]-[31], and actuation [32],[33].
2.1.1 Surface Tension Driven Self-Assembly
The force exerted by a liquid, with a high coefficient of surface tension, on a solid surface
at the liquid-solid interface can be used to physically move or deform the solid structure.
Figure 2.1 The use of liquid solder to form self-assembled structures. (a) Illustration of fabrication
process of PDMS-solder structures. (b) Photograph of quasi-3d structure. Figures (a)
and (b) are from [34] (Figure 1 and Figure 3b). A photograph of the self-assembled
electrical network in a three-dimensional structure containing six LEDs. Figure (c) is





Previously, the surface tension of liquid solder was used to assemble large devices for elec-
trical networks and three-dimensional elastomer structures [34],[35]. In that work, metal
solder pads were first patterned and then melted to rotate adjacent structures using the sur-
face tension of the molten solder to create complex structures Figure 2.1. The same princi-
ple was utilized to establish electrical connections to light emitting diodes (LEDs) using the
solder as the conductive material Figure 2.3(c).
2.1.2 Surface Tension Driven Actuation
In addition to the self-assembly described above, surface-tension has also been explored as
a possible method to drive low-friction actuation [32]. In that work, a bistable liquid-solid
micromechanical contact switch was made from a 5 - 20 µm diameter droplet that main-
tained its structural stability due to the surface tension of the liquid. 
In addition to the use of liquid metals for actuation, the surface tension of water has
been exploited to study the mechanical strength of lithographic polymers [36]. In that work,
photo-defined test structures consisting of narrow, parallel beams were developed and
released in water. As the channels between the test structures dried, water tension caused
stiction in some devices as shown in Figure 2.2. The Young-Laplace equation governed the
Figure 2.2 The surface tension of water was used to determine the mechanical strength of nanoscale
polymer structures. (a) Illustration of nanostructures made of photoresist with liquid
meniscus. (b) SEM of deformed nanoscale structures. Structures with widths less than
275 nm collapsed due to stiction. Figures from [36].
(a) (b)
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initial pressure difference between the test structures and was used to calculate the polymer
strength.
2.2 Fern Sporangium
The ability to extract work from both environmental conditions and the surface tension of
water is a hallmark of plant evolution [21]-[24]. The passive pumping of water from roots
to leaves via evaporation at microscale stomatal pores is due to the cohesion-tension theory,
also referred to as the cohesion theory, which explains that water in plant microvasculature
is under tension generated at the leaves as water evaporates [24]. The cohesion-tension
theory will be further discussed in Chapter IV. However, ferns also make use of water
evaporation with specialized microstructures to obtain fast motion and high forces for spore
dispersal [24]. As part of their reproductive processes, ferns grow specialized vessels called
sporangia, like those shown in Figure 2.3, which house and disperse spores during certain
times of the year. As they dry, these sub-millimeter scale sporangia open violently to
release microscale spherical spores into the air. This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2.4.
Each sporangium is surrounded by a single layer of dead, water-filled cells called an annu-
lus like pictured in Figure 2.3(b). Each cell is comprised of two rib-like structures filled
with water. As the water inside the annulus cells dries, surface tension between the water
and the cell wall gives rise to high forces causing a deflection along the outer edge of the
Figure 2.3 Fern sporangia (a) A micrograph of the back of a fern leaf showing fern sporangia
clusters. Image is from [37]. Each sporangia cluster contains dozens of individual
sporangium. (b) Each sporangium contains an annulus of water-filled cells that encases
a collection of spores which it disperses when the sporangium is opened due to




annulus. The combined deflection of each wall straightens the entire annulus structure and
tears open the spore sac, as illustrated in Figure 2.4(b).
The discovery of the fern sporangium spore dispersal mechanism is credited to Urs-
prung and Renner who, in 1915, independently used the sporangium to try and measure the
tensile strength of water [24],[39]. They placed sporangia in controlled test chambers in
which the relative humidity was regulated by a concentrated solution. Using a microscope,
they noted that the sporangia structures opened when enough water evaporated within each
annulus cell to cause mechanical distortion of the entire annulus. However, they also noted
that the sporangium snapped shut, to effectively throw the spores out into the air, at a solu-
tion osmotic potential of -35 MPa. Ziegenspeck, in 1928, and Haider, in 1954, both showed
that the sporangium re-closed once enough water evaporated from each annulus cell
(approximately 10 - 20 µm wide) to ‘break’ the water and form a vapor bubble inside the
cell [24],[40],[41]. Interestingly, Ziegenspeck and Haider found that once a single annulus
cell underwent cavitation, or generated a water vapor bubble, it promoted almost instanta-
neous cavitation of the rest of the annulus cells.
The issue of sporangium actuation was also investigated in the quest to understand
the general theory behind the passive pumping of water in trees and plants [42]. However,
Figure 2.4 Illustration of the actuation mechanism of fern sporangium: (a) before and (b) after
evaporation induced opening of annulus to release spores (adapted from [24]).
(a) (b)
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since the early 1950's, relatively few studies of fern sporangium mechanics have been
undertaken [40]. As a whole, it should also be noted that few, if any, micro- and nano-
mechanical platforms exist for testing water-pumping and actuation hypotheses for these
natural structures.
2.3 Device Concept and Operation
The devices designed in this work mimic the geometries of fern sporangia, as show in
Figure 2.5. Devices were designed to consist of a curved spine that straightened during
device operation. The spine was also designed around the physics of a slender beam. Ribs
extending from the spine create multiple individual cells with two sidewalls which can be
filled with water. These ribs act as levers upon which forces due to the surface tension of
water act to deform the spine, as shown in Figure 2.5(b)-(c).
Both the spine and ribs were made from a silicone polymer. In order to mimic the
mechanical properties of plant cellulose, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was used because
of its comparable Young's modulus. Cellulose, the material that comprises plant cell walls,
has a Young's modulus of 120 - 500 MPa [43]. The Young's modulus of the photopattern-
able silicone employed in this work was 160 MPa, as reported by the manufacturer.
Figure 2.5 Illustration of the actuation mechanism of microfabricated devices inspired by fern
sporangium: (a) Water is placed between ribs to wet device. (b) Immediately after
wetting, the surface tension of water pulls on the ribs at the meniscus edge. (c) As the
water seeks to minimize its surface energy, the force due to surface tension pulls on the
ribs as though they were levers and causes the spine to deform. (d) A similar example of
energy minimization has been used to rotate hinges using molten solder as presented in
[27] as Figure 3d. The device in (a) - (c) multiplies this energy minimization effect by
incorporating multiple ribs to divide the volume of liquid.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
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The behavior of these devices can be compared to previous work on melted solder-
driven self-assembling plates. There has been much research on surface tension driven
actuation utilizing solder at high temperatures [26],[27],[34],[35]. As illustrated in Figure
2.5(d), when the solder melts, the liquid minimizes its energy by reducing the interfacial
surface area. The surface tension forces at the solder-plate interface cause the hinged plate
to rotate as the liquid solder's surface energy is minimized. The microactuators in the work
presented in this paper employ a distributed energy minimization mechanism by including
multiple liquid volumes that seek to reduce their surface energies. As will be explained, this
distribution of actuation is useful for achieving additional control such as the time response
and for embedding force-generation profiles into the actuation with device geometry.
2.4 Theoretical Considerations and Model
This section shows the use of the principle of virtual work as the basis of an analytical
model that predicts the mechanical energy scavenging device performance based on geo-
metric parameters and material properties. First, the principle of virtual work is described,
followed by an analysis of the various energy components in the presented system. Then,
the strain energy due to deformation of the spine is derived, as well as the surface energy
of the liquid between the device's ribs. The derived energy values are then used to find the
minimum total potential energy.
2.4.1 Principle of Virtual Work
The task of predicting the exact nature of device deformations using force balance methods
can be quite challenging for even the simple curved geometries presented in this work.
Although it is becoming increasingly possible to use finite element models and commercial
solvers to approach problems including surface-tension effects, large deformation analysis,
and non-linear material properties, these simulations are typically computationally expen-
sive if there are no obvious symmetries to exploit at the global level and the finite element
model simulations do not always converge. In this light, energy methods based on the prin-
ciple of virtual work are particularly useful and provide an efficient means of device mod-
eling. Such methods have been used extensively to model MEMS devices [44]. The model
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presented here provides an approximate solution to the maximum achievable device defor-
mation based on geometric parameters and material properties.
In the present context, the principle of virtual work states that when a body in equi-
librium experiences external forces that cause deformation, the energy added to the
deformed body is solely due to those applied forces [44],[45]. In this analysis, all forces
other than surface tension are neglected. The total potential energy of the microactuators
presented here is the sum of the deformation energy of the device spine and the surface
energy of the water columns between the ribs. The developed analytical model calculates
the total energy of various resting states of the device when the ribs are completely filled
with water and seeks to find the state of minimum potential energy. In the ideal case, there
are no fabrication defects, the ribs are distributed evenly along the spine, each of the cells
comprised of two ribs is completely filled with water, and the evaporation rate for each cell
is the same at any given time. The model seeks to find the equilibrium state of the system.
Transient response is not being modeled. The model is further based on the following state-
ments:
• Devices are designed to have an initial stress free shape that is curved
like a circle. A micrograph of an actual device is shown in Figure
2.6(a). The energy of the stress free curve is zero.
• The model assumes no shear forces and no out-of-plane distortion.
• The spine was designed to have uniform radius of curvature in its
stress-free shape. The assumption of no shear implies that any
deformed shape of the spine will also have uniform radius of curva-
ture. An illustration of how the strain energy of the spine is calcu-
lated is shown in Figure 2.6(b). A constant arc length with an
increasing radius of curvature, ρ, is used to calculated tip deflections,
δ, using equation (2.1).
(2.1)δ xi x0–( )
2 yi y0–( )
2–=
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• Ribs are assumed to be rigid so that they do not store any deforma-
tion energy.
As the device deforms due to surface tension the strain energy in the spine
increases. Equilibrium is reached when the total potential energy is at a minimum. The total
system energy for a device experiencing various spine deformations, or curves, like those
in Figure 2.6(b), is calculated and given in Figure 2.7(a). Each curve number corresponds
to a different uniformly curved arc, ρ, for which both the strain energy of the spine and the
surface energy of the water within the ribs was calculated and summed to find the total
potential energy of the actuator. The curve with the lowest potential energy indicates the
curve for the equilibrium state. 
Simulated deformation curves are shown in Figure 2.7(b) for the point of equilib-
rium between the strain energy of the spine and the surface energy of the water for devices
with varying spine thickness or 10, 20, and 30 µm and a rib length of 400 µm. As the spine
thickness is decreased, equilibrium is reached at higher deflections.
Figure 2.6 Transpiration based microactuator: (a) A micrograph of a device in its initial rest state.
The scale bar indicates 400 µm. (b) An illustration of how the strain energy of the spine
is calculated, using a constant arc length with an increasing radius of curvature, ρ. Tip
deflections, δ, are calculated using equation (2.1).
(a) (b)
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2.4.2 Strain Energy of Spine
The strain energy is defined as the integral of a scalar effort, modeled by stress, over a scalar
displacement, modeled by strain [44]. The spine of the microactuator presented here can be
modeled as a continuous curved beam. The strain energy density of the spine is modeled
by  in equation (2.2) where E is the Young's modulus and ε is the strain. 
(2.2)
For large deformations in polymers, nonlinear expressions from neo-Hookean and
Mooney-Rivlin models can be used and include additional non-linear terms to the axial
Figure 2.7 System energy and deformation simulation results for microactuator. (a) Simulated
deformation curves at the point of equilibrium between the strain energy of the spine
and the surface energy of the water for devices with varying spine thicknesses (10, 20,
and 30 µm) and a rib length of 400 µm. As the spine thickness is decreased, equilibrium
is reached at higher deflections. (b) Simulated total system energy for a device
experiencing various spine deformations represented simply as curves. Each curve
number corresponds to a different uniformly curved arc for which both the strain
energy of the spine and the surface energy of the water within the ribs was calculated
and summed to find the total potential energy in the actuator. The modeled spine width
was 10 µm with a Young's modulus of 60 MPa. The curve with the lowest potential
energy indicates the curve for the equilibrium state.
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stress-strain relationship [46],[47]. However, the maximum strains of the geometries pre-
sented in this work do not exceed ~ 0.1 for spine thicknesses < 100 µm. Due to the small
strains of the device geometries, a linear axial stress-strain relationship based on Hooke's
Law, can be used [48],[49].
The strain energy is based on the physics of a straight cantilever. This is the opposite
of the actual actuator geometry which is an initially curved spine Figure 2.6(a). Although
there are cases in which an initially curved beam cannot be modeled using the altered equa-
tions for a straight beam, it is acceptable in this case since the calculated neutral axis radius
of the straight spine is within 0.05% of the geometrically calculated curved spine value
using spine thicknesses, h < 50 µm. Therefore, the energy present in an initially curved
beam that is straightened during actuation is essentially equivalent to the strain energy in
an initially straight beam that is then curved during actuation.
In order to calculate the energy stored in the beam, the expression must be inte-
grated over the volume of the segment of the spine that is being analyzed. A uniform spine
can be modeled by a number of small segments, each with an angle of deformation from
the previous segment. The energy of segment can be found as the product of a constant and
the square of the segment's angle. The total energy of the spine is the sum of all the segment
energies. A sum of squares is at its minimum when all of the elements are equal. Thus, the
energy of the spine would be at its minimum when all of the angles are equal, or equiva-
lently, when the shape is in the form of a circular arc. The strain energy, Wstrain, of a spine
at deformed curve radius, ρ, radius of rest shape curve, ρ0, Young’s modulus of the spine
material, E, length of spine, L, and rectangular cross-section of the spine defined by w and











As shown in Figure 2.8(a), w is defined as the depth of the device into the page and
l is the in-plane thickness of the spine. The stress-free curvature, ρ0, is given by equation
(2.4), where θinitial is the angle of the arc swept by the curved spine. The bending stiffness,
EI, or the product of Young’s modulus, E, and the moment of inertia of the spine, I, is given
by equation (2.5), where h and w are as defined above.
(2.4)
(2.5)
Figure 2.8 Definition of geometric variables used in the calculation of strain energy and surface
energy of the actuator. (a) The two components in the total surface energy of water:
Area A indicates the side of the meniscus which depends on rib length, l, (A is multiplied
by 2 to account for the front and back areas) and Area B indicates the area of the
meniscus above the ribs which depends on the device depth, w. (b) Illustration of the
variables used in the calculation of the length of the meniscus Lm: r is the radius of
curvature of the meniscus between two ribs, H is the distance between the tip of the ribs,
θc is the contact angle between water and rib, 2α is the angle sweeping the arc length of

























2.4.3 Surface Energy of Water
As previously mentioned, the equilibrium state of the device deformation is when the total
energy in the system, comprised of strain energy and surface energy, is at a minimum. The
surface of the volume of water filling in the region between adjacent ribs is actually a com-
plex three-dimensional shape. In the presented analysis, this surface has been approximated
as set of trapezoids for the pair of side areas which touch both the adjacent ribs and the
spine, as shown in Figure 2.8(a), Area A, and as a partial cylinder of appropriate radius for
the top areas which touch just the adjacent ribs, as shown in Figure 2.8(a), Area B. The sum
of these two regions provides an approximation of the surface area of the volume of water
present between the ribs. The work done by the surface tension of water, Wsurface, for a
given spine deformation is expressed by equation (2.6) where γt is the surface tension of
water, A is the area of the side meniscus on both sides of the device, B is the area of the top
meniscus between the tips of a set of ribs, and n is the number of ribs.
(2.6)
The area of the side meniscus, A, can be approximated by a trapezoid that depends
on the length of the rib, l, as given by equation (2.7). The curvature of the surface due to
the meniscus of the water is neglected for cases where the depth of the rib, w, is much
greater than the distance between the tips of the ribs, H. 
(2.7)
The length of the meniscus, Lm, within each cell from rib-tip to rib-tip can be solved
using the water-to-rib contact angle, θc, and a geometric construction presented in equa-
tions (2.8)-(2.10), where r is the radius of curvature of the meniscus between two ribs, φ is
the angle between two ribs, H is the distance between the tip of the ribs, and w is the depth
of the ribs as defined in Figure 2.8(a). The partial cylinder used to approximate the top area,
B, takes into account the menisci generated by the liquid-solid interface and is given by
equation (2.11).


















The approximation for B subtracts the area that does not contain water due to the
concave shape of the meniscus along the depth of the ribs, w, in Figure 2.8(a). The calcu-
lation for B also subtracts the area due to the concave meniscus at the tip of the ribs coming
from the side of the volume of water. In equation (2.11) the unadjusted partial cylinder area
is given in the first term, Lmw, and the subtracted areas due to the menisci are given in the
second term, 2(αr2 - r2sinαcosα). These approximations result in a value for the total sur-
face area of the water contained within a set of ribs which takes into account the contact
angle, θc, of water to the ribs.
2.5 Device Fabrication
The microactuators in this work were batch fabricated using the photopatternable silicone
WL-5150 from Dow Corning in a single mask process. Figure 2.9 shows the process steps
in the fabrication sequence. A passivation layer was deposited on a clean wafer using a Sur-
face Technology Systems ICP-DRIE tool for 1 minute with 85 sccm of C4F8 at 800 W of
power. This hydrophobic layer facilitates the removal of the silicone structures from the sil-
icon substrate post fabrication. The photopatternable silicone was warmed to room temper-
ature, and was then deposited and spun onto the passivated wafer at 300 rpm for a depth,
or vertical thickness, of 80 µm on the substrate. The coated wafer was then soft baked on a
hotplate at 110ºC for 2 minutes to remove carrier solvents. The patternable silicone layer
was exposed to 1000 mJ/cm2 of UV-light using a GCA Autostep 200 i-line stepper to acti-
vate polymerization. The exposed silicone layer was then baked on a hotplate for 2 minutes
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was also obtained from Dow Corning, was used to remove the unexposed silicone during a
1-minute puddle development. Fresh developer was deposited onto the wafer with a pipette
for 10 seconds as it was spun at 200 rpm. Isopropyl alcohol was then squirted onto the wafer
while it as spun at 500 rpm to remove solvents and any undeveloped silicone. Subsequently,
the wafer was spun dry for 30 seconds at 500 rpm. The final photopatterned silicone fea-
tures were cured on a hotplate at 250ºC for 10 minutes. The microactuator devices were
separated from their carrier wafers using a razor blade. Next, they were immersed in meth-
anol and dried on a clean silicon wafer. Following this, the devices were lifted from the
wafer and mounted at their base anchor for testing. Finally, a 50 W, 2-minute O2 plasma
treatment at 250 mTorr was used to make the structures hydrophilic prior to testing.
2.6 Device Testing
Following the O2 plasma step, water was applied onto the hydrophilic surfaces using a
needle and syringe. Evaporation took place at room temperature. Device actuation was
observed and recorded using a Nikon Coolpix 5 Megapixel digital camera mounted on a
compound microscope using 10 times magnification. In some cases, 10 µM fluorescein
(Sigma-Aldrich Corporation) was dissolved in deionized water to help visualize the water
and the meniscus.
Figure 2.9 Fabrication sequence of lithographically patterned polymer actuators: (a) A thin
passivation layer is deposited on a bare wafer and photopatternable silicone is spun on
top. (b) Negative photolithography is used to activate polymerization of the silicone. (c)
The silicone is developed. (d) The patterned devices are removed from the wafer.
Passivation










2.7.1 Device Performance Metrics
Device performance was quantified in two ways: 
• Device tip deflection, which is measured as the distance that the
entire device tip at the last rib moved from its initial position to the
point of equilibrium; and 
• Angular rotation, which measured the angle swept by the device tip
from the starting position to the point of equilibrium. 
In order to test the derived analytical model and understand scaling phenomena, a
family of devices with parametrically varied geometries was fabricated and assembled. The
varied parameters of rib length, rib spacing, spine thickness and device depth, enabled the
investigation of the effect of linear scaling on the magnitude of total device tip deflection,
angular rotation, as well as the geometry of deformation and geometry controlled time
response to evaporation-driven actuation.
Typical as-drawn geometric parameters of the fabricated devices include: 300, 400,
and 500 µm rib lengths, constant 75 µm rib spacing, 10, 20, and 30 µm spine thicknesses,
and 80 µm device depth (the thickness of the spun photopatternable silicone). Using scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) of rib cross-sections, the dimensions of actual fabricated
device spine and rib thicknesses were found to be larger than design due to aspect ratio lim-
itations of the photopatternable silicone as shown Figure 2.10. The additional thickness was
incorporated into the analytical model for a direct comparison of the theoretical predictions
with the experimental data. Multiple sets of identical devices were tested to ensure repeat-
ability.
Figure 2.11 shows a time-lapsed typical device movement during actuation. Once
wetted, devices quickly moved to their equilibrium position, as shown in Figure 2.11(b)-
(c). As water evaporated, the devices began to relieve the strain in the spine. Devices
returned to their undeformed state once dry.
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Figure 2.10 Scan Electron Microscope images of device features. (a) An SEM image indicating rib
width. The polymer in this image has no metal alloy sputtered, thus contains significant
charging from the electron beam. (b) The polymer in this SEM image has approximately
30 nm of Gold Palladium alloy sputtered to capture a clearer image without charging.
Both images indicate that 10 µm ribs are in fact wider than designed. Scale bars indicate
10 µm.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.11 Micrographs of an actuator device unfurling: (a) Completely dry device before filling.
(b) Wetted device 0.5 seconds after filling. (c) Device at full deflection 2 seconds after
filling. (d) Device drying at 30 seconds after filling. (e) The device returns to its original
profile once water evaporates completely. 10 µM of fluorescein was added to the water to
help visualize meniscus. Scale bar indicates 400 µm.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
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2.7.2 Device Performance as Function of Spine Thickness
Devices with the smallest feature size of 10 µm spine thicknesses experienced resultant tip
deflections in excess of 4 mm while unfurling 300°, as shown in Figure 2.12(a)-(b).
Devices exhibited forces per unit length ranging from 5.75 mN/m for 10 µm spine thick-
nesses to 67.67 mN/m for 30 µm spine thicknesses. Decreasing the spine thickness predict-
ably increased the deflection of the device, but also increased the spread of the measured
data as the device became more sensitive to test environment conditions. 
The data in Figure 2.12(a) show an increase in the standard deviation as the spine
thickness is decreased. This is partly due to test environment limitations. Since the test
environment of an optical microscope for image capture cannot be guaranteed to provide
evenly distributed light, devices with narrower spine geometries expressed the variation
much more noticeably than wider devices which did not deflect as much. The variation
among a given spine thickness is rather constant relative to total angular rotation and dis-
placement. 
Figure 2.12 Measurement and simulation results of device performance versus spine thickness. (a)
Tip deflection, δ defined in equation (2.1), at the tip of device as a function of spine
thickness (rib length = 400 µm). (b) Angle of rotation of as a function of spine thickness
(rib length = 400 µm). The results of the simulation are given in red for a Young’s
Modulus value of 60 MPa.






































































2.7.3 Device Performance as a Function of Rib Length
Devices with varied rib lengths also exhibit variability due to the test environment, as can
be seen from the standard deviation in Figure 2.13. Also, as the rib length was increased,
the ribs touched and prevented further deformation Figure 2.13(c), which explains why the
data seems to be at the same value even for the rib lengths tested. As seen in Figure 2.13(a),
the results of the analytical model fit the empirical data at silicone modulus values of 50 -
70 MPa. This matches previous observations that the Young's modulus of PDMS can vary
substantially depending on degrees of cross-linking, humidity, and surface treatments such
as O2 plasma treatments [51],[52].
Figure 2.13 Measurement and simulation results of device performance versus rib length. (a)
Deflection, δ, at tip of device as a function of rib length (spine width = 10 µm). The
simulation included 100 and 200 µms to show the decreasing deformation at short rib
lengths. However, increased rib length does not seem to affect deformation since the
space between ribs was held constant and devices could not deflect any further than a
certain point. (b) Angle of rotation as a function of rib length (spine thickness = 10 µm).
An angular rotation of 330° indicates a device actuated from the undeformed arc into a
straight line. The results of the simulation are given in red for 60 MPa.
(a) (b)































































2.7.4 Comparison with Other Micro Actuator Technologies
The microactuators in this work can be compared to other actuators using the displacement,
force or torque, and the driving energy of the actuation mechanism. A survey of microac-
tuator technology can be found in [53]. Table 2.1 compares the transpiration based actua-
tors with state of the art actuators using the parameters listed above. 
2.7.5 Drying of Liquid Phase Meniscus as a Function of Device Geometry
In addition to the quantifiable differences in device performance as a function of rib length
and spine thickness shown in Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13, additional visual observations
were made as a result of the varied geometric parameters. This information is not captured
by the analytical model since the model seeks to find the point of equilibrium and not the
transient response.
The drying of the liquid phase was found to exhibit a varied response to rib length.
For shorter rib lengths of 300 µm, the meniscus was observed to dry from the rib tips
towards the spine, as can be seen in Figure 2.14(a). At a certain time point, many devices
underwent a breaking of symmetry due to varied light intensity in the test environment, as
can be seen in Figure 2.14(b). However, it is interesting to note that devices in which the
Table 2.1 A comparison of microactuators and their characteristics. Table adapted from [53] and 
transpiration based actuator characteristics added from this work.
Type of micro actuator Displacement Force/Torque Driving Energy
Electromagnetic motor Rotating 1 mNm Electric current
Thrust type electromagnetic actuator Length of solenoid 10 mN Electric current
Electrostatic micro motor Rotating 10 pNm Electric voltage
Comb type electrostatic actuator Length of comb 0.2 mN Electric voltage
Stacked-type piezoelectric actuator 0.1% of length 5 kN/cm2 Electric voltage
Bimorph-type piezoelectric actuator 1-5% of length 10 N Electric voltage
Wired shape memory alloy actuator 3% of length 10 kN/cm Heat
Polymer actuator 1-50% of volume 1 N Heat, current





meniscus dried toward the spine slowly returned to their starting position at a rate propor-
tional to the evaporation of water. 
For devices with longer rib lengths of 500 µm, the actuation is so extreme that the
ribs are forced into contact, as captured by Figure 2.15(a)-(b). Note that, unlike the typical
MEMS stiction of two cantilevers [54], the liquid is observed to dry towards the point con-
tact at the tip of the ribs and away from the spine, as seen in Figure 2.15(c). Since the liquid
dries towards the tips of the ribs, the device remained completely deformed at its point of
equilibrium until all the liquid evaporated. At that point the ribs immediately separated and
the microactuator snapped back to its starting position.
Both of the drying phenomena described above can be seen in different parts of the
device in Figure 2.11 which had rib lengths of 400 µm. Variations in light intensity in the
test environment are the most probable cause of uneven drying between cells of the same
device as it returned to its starting position.
The takeaways from Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15 indicate that the meniscus can be
geometrically programmed to dry towards the spine using shorter rib lengths, or to dry
towards the tip of the ribs, using longer rib lengths that touch at the tip during actuation.
This also allows for control of the speed with which a device returns to its original position.
Devices with shorter rib lengths returned to their original position in a gradual manner,
Figure 2.14 Observations of drying phenomena in between ribs due to uneven test environment: (a)
Drying of liquid phase for device whose ribs are not forced into contact. (b) - (c) At a
certain time point devices undergo a breaking of symmetry due to uneven test
environments which cause the water within some cells to evaporate faster than in others




while those with longer rib lengths snapped back to their original position when the last
drop of liquid holding two rib tips together dried.
2.8 Bottom-Up Assembly: Generating Stable Shapes
All of the devices discussed so far returned to their original position after evaporation was
complete. However, this transient mechanism of transpiration actuation can be used to gen-
erate stable self-assembled configurations. Figure 2.16 shows two simple ribbed actuators
fabricated near each other. Independently, each of these devices functioned as described
above, transiently deflecting and then returning to their initial configuration upon drying.
When the devices were positioned properly, there was a point at which the total water sur-
face energy was reduced by forming a continuous water surface across the ends of both
devices, as shown in Figure 2.16(b). As this occurred, the devices came into contact at cer-
tain points and interlocked, as captured by the micrographs in Figure 2.16(b)-(e). 
Once dry, the composite device stayed in its new configuration, as shown in Figure
2.16(e). This is due to the large areas which come into contact during actuation (i.e. ribs
along their entire length), experience stiction, and thus cause the two actuators to stay
together when dry. This shows that one can geometrically define devices such that during
actuation, large surface areas come into contact and adhere due to stiction. For a single
Figure 2.15 Geometric control of the way that the device returns to its original position: (a) A
photograph of a device whose deflection is so extreme that the ribs are forced into
contact. (b) Close-up of the device drying to show the liquid phase. The liquid is
observed to dry towards the tip of the ribs. (c) Due to the direction of the receding
meniscus during drying, the device remained completely deformed at its maximum
possible actuated position until all the liquid evaporated. Scale bar indicates 250 µm.
(a) (b) (c)
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actuator, the only possible areas for stiction are the very small surface areas at the rib tips.
That small area is not large enough to cause stiction for an independently actuating device.
Therefore, single actuators are able to return to their original positions without experienc-
ing stiction.
Additional devices were fabricated to show that a small number of ribs could move
large slabs of polymerized silicone. A curved slab of silicone (0.5 x 0.25 mm2) was moved
2.5 mm via the evaporation of water between fifteen ribs, as shown in Figure 2.17.
Figure 2.16 Two microactuators arranged so that the transient actuation due to evaporation leaves
them in a different, stable configuration after they dry. (a) Two dry devices before
adding water; (b) after adding water independently to each structure, the devices
interlock into a new, stable configuration (c) - (e). Fluorescein dye was used to show how
the liquid phase dries, leaving a stable configuration. Scale bar indicates 400 µm.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 2.17 A microactuator designed to move a large slab of silicone using 15 ribs. Images are 2
seconds apart. Scale bar indicates 500 µm. (a) Tip at maximum deflection (b) Tip moves







2.9 Transpiration Actuation in the Nanoscale Regime
In the developed transpiration actuation devices, the force due to surface tension was a
dominant force at the microscale and allowed for large deflections in millimeter sized
devices. Similarly, at the nanoscale, surface tension is also a dominant force and could be
used for actuation. Simulation results from the developed analytical model for the micro-
actuator indicate that deflection relative to the size of the device was size-invariant and that
nano-scale structures would exhibit relative deformations as large as the micro-scale
devices. Figure 2.18 shows predicted tip deflections and angular rotations for nano-scaled
devices using the Young's modulus value of 3.75 GPa for e-beam lithography definable
PMMA [55].
Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) was used to fabricate the nanoscale version of
the actuators because it can be patterned using e-beam lithography and is compliant, with
Young's modulus values from 2.75 to 3.75 GPa depending on the relative humidity [55].
Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) photoresist adhesion promoter was spun onto a clean sili-
con wafer at 2500 rpm for 60 seconds. A 600 nm layer of Nano 8.5% methacrylic acid
(MAA) and methyl methacrylate (MMA) copolymer from Microlithography Chemical was
spun at 2500 rpm for 60 seconds and baked in an oven at 180oC for 15 minutes. A 100 nm
Figure 2.18 Simulation results of the angular rotation of nano-scaled devices with the sporangium
inspired design using PMMA Young's modulus of 3.75 GPa. Theoretical predictions are
shown as a function of spine widths from 50 to 100 nm.































layer of PMMA in 2% Anisole solution from Microchem was spun on and baked in an oven
at 180oC for 15 minutes. The PMMA and copolymer were patterned using a Raith-150 E-
beam lithography system and developed in an Methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK):IPA 1:3
solution for 60 seconds. The fabrication process flow is illustrated in Figure 2.19. The
copolymer is three times more sensitive than PMMA to the e-beam and as a result, was
overexposed to create a suspended PMMA structure on copolymer anchors, as shown in
Figure 2.19(d).
Nano-scale devices with 80 nm features and 800 nm x 800 nm total area were fab-
ricated with a single set of ribs and tested in a FEI Quanta 200 3D Focused Ion Beam Work-
station and Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope. Scanning electron microscope
images of completed devices are shown in Figure 2.20. 
During testing, the chamber humidity of the FEI Quanta 200 was increased such
that water nucleated between device ribs. Once a meniscus formed, chamber humidity was
reduced to induce evaporation and actuation. Multiple ribs were necessary for actuation and
as a result, the two-ribbed devices did not deflect substantially (< 10 nm).
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Figure 2.19 Nano transpiration actuator device process flow. (a) A 600 nm layer of MAA-MMA
copolymer was spun onto a wafer then soft-baked in an oven. A 100 nm layer of PMMA
was spun on and baked also soft-baked. (b) PMMA and copolymer were patterned using
an e-beam lithography tool. The copolymer is three times more sensitive to e-beam than
PMMA, and was overexposed to generate an air gap (c) Polymers were developed in a



















The three main challenges faced during testing of the nano actuators were that:
• The PMMA polymer distorted after long exposure to the scanning
electron beam. A scanning electron image of a distorted polymer
structure is shown in Figure 2.21.
• Images captured at high humidity in the E-SEM contained significant
noise which made transient observation of device behavior impossi-
ble. The noise progression with humidity can be seen in Figure 2.22.
• Precise and fast control of the rate of change of the relative humidity
in the chamber was not possible, thus, too much water would form
and would pull the nano-scale devices down towards the substrate.
Figure 2.20 A scanning electron microscope image of nanoscale transpiration actuators. (a) Multiple
nanoscale devices shown magnified at 5,500X. Some devices experienced stiction during
wet chemistry development. The devices that withstood development were tested. (b) A




Figure 2.21 Electron micrographs of a distorted nanoscale polymer device. (a) Very short exposure
of less than 5 minute at approximately 33,000X magnification. (b) After 5 minutes. Long
exposure to the electron beam deformed the polymer at approximately 40,000X
magnification.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.22 Multiple SEM images of controlled water condensation and drying in a nanopatterned
device. Device ribs were 100 nm wide, 700 nm long, and spaced 300 nm apart. The
bridge support beam was 80 nm wide. (a) Relative humidity of the E-SEM chamber was
set to 12.5% and device was completely dry. (b) Humidity was increased to 85% within 1
minute. (c) and (d) Humidity was then set to 52%. A large water bubble formed
underneath the structure and found it energetically favorable to pull the device support
down due to surface tension forces. Further, in (d) it is possible that the electron beam in
the SEM deformed the polymer after long imaging times. Note: Images captured at high
humidity values contain noise and as a result, are less clear than images captures at low
humidity. Devices magnified 40,000X for image.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
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If the test environment and material challenges are overcome, the presented nano
actuation scheme could be used in nanoscale self-assembly. Furthermore, the presented
structures could contribute to the understanding of the tensile behavior of water at the
nanoscale - a subject that has been and continues to be investigated [24].
2.10 Future of Transpiration Actuation: Materials
In an attempt to engineer moisture-actuated materials, macroscale sheets of silicone mea-
suring 2 cm x 0.5 cm x 50 µm were embedded with parallel ribs similar to those in the indi-
vidual actuators described previously in this chapter. A comparison between the sheets and
the original actuators is shown in Figure 2.23.
Figure 2.24(a)-(b) shows one such sheet deflecting due to transpiration actuation;
rib width and spacing in this sheet are constant (100 µm). Figure 2.24(c)-(d) shows a sheet
of material where rib spacing decreased from top to bottom. The bottom tip, which con-
tained denser ribs (and thus more force density) actuated more drastically. The devices in
Figure 2.23 and Figure 2.24 were designed as proof-of-concept that transpiration actuation
could be embedded in sheets of materials with pre-programmed force and deflection
responses using a similar approach to one used for the independent sporangium-like actu-
ators.
Figure 2.23 Image comparison of original microactuators and micro actuating sheets. (a)
Sporangium inspired device (b) Macroscale sheets with embedded channels for
actuation. This sheet shows a width grating where the width of the side channels
increases from left to right. The center channel was used to load the side channels with
water. The scale bar indicates 250 µm for both images.
(a) (b)
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The concept of programmable force profiles gains added power when implemented
in two dimensional materials. Figure 2.25 illustrates an example of how altering the direc-
tion and shape of microchannels would result in programmable patterns of deformation and
force delivery.
Figure 2.24 Side-view of large actuating sheets before and after actuation. Deflection can be seen by
comparing device to the straight line to the left of each actuator. (a) Before water
loading. The side channels in this device are 100 µm wide (b) After water loading. (c)
Before water loading. The side channels in this device have a width grating of increasing
side channel widths from top to bottom. (d) After water loading. Note the difference in
the scale bars between the first and second device.
(a) (d)(b) (c)
Figure 2.25 An illustration that shows how a material can be programmed to deflect from
evaporation within defined microchannels based on geometric parameters.
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2.11 Summary of Chapter Contributions
This section presented transpiration actuation devices which utilize the pulling force of the
surface tension of water on patterned ribs to deform structures in predictable ways. This
type of actuation method has been little studied as a micro or nanomechanical system. The
structures presented in this thesis chapter have demonstrated large deformations due to sur-
face tension. This method of actuation was also presented as a method of bottom-up self-
assembly in which adjacent devices actuate and interlock into more complex and stable
configurations. An analytical model based on the principle of virtual work was developed
to predict actuator deflection and rotation. This analysis indicated that deflection relative to
the size of the device was size invariant and that nanoscale structures would exhibit relative
deformations and angular rotations as large as the microscale devices if the material's
Young's modulus is scaled inversely with device spine thickness. Empirical observations
showed that the deflection profiles of the actuators might be further tuned with environ-
mental controls such as light or heat sources, and with more interesting geometries
achieved by staggering or varying spine geometry or rib length throughout a single device.
These variables could be used to change the speed, location, and direction of actuation. The
presented actuation scheme provides a possible route towards embedding evaporation-
induced actuation into common materials. This mechanism could be further explored to
create two-dimensional, programmable sheets of material that deform as a function of




Advancements in semiconductor technology have reduced both the size and power con-
sumption of electronic devices, and thus have enabled the development of portable and
wireless devices for various applications such as sensing, data collection, data transmis-
sion, and mobile computing. As various components of electronic computing and sensing
have experienced exponential performance gains, battery storage densities have experi-
enced modest growth rates of 8% per year, as was shown in Figure 1.1 [6]. Large networks
with many wireless sensor nodes generally require each node to be battery-operated as it is
not practical to route physical wires to each individual node, especially across large areas.
However, batteries do contain a finite amount of energy and eventually run out. Thus, alter-
native energies are needed to reduce sensor battery replacement, maintenance, and instal-
lation costs - which can comprise up to 80% of the cost of a wireless sensor.
This chapter will give an overview of the different types of energy scavenging tech-
nologies, the theory behind their operation, as well as examples of the state of the art
devices in each area. 
3.1 Overview of Electrical Energy Scavenging
A solar cell is a good example of a ubiquitous energy scavenging device. Solar cells, or
photo voltaic cells, convert energy from the incident radiation of sunlight, or another source
of light, into electrical energy. The first patent on a solar cell was submitted in 1946 by Rus-
sell Oh. In 1954, Bell Laboratories scientists used doped silicon to make solar cells. Despite
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the maturity of photo voltaic technology, solar cells exhibit 10 - 25% efficiency and also
require incident radiation [9],[10] which is highest in full-sunlight - a limiting environmen-
tal condition. The achievable power density is drastically reduced when a solar cell is used
indoors, as shown in Table 3.1. Table 3.1 also outlines several available sources of electri-
cal power and energy, as well as their average corresponding volumetric power and energy
densities.
Many of the scavenged power densities in Table 3.1 were realized with both MEMS
and meso-scale energy scavenging technologies. These technologies are able to generate
electrical power in multiple environments by harvesting kinetic energy in the form of vibra-
tions, human input, or additional environmental stimuli such as temperature gradients, air-
flow, and the flow of liquid.
3.2 Kinetic Energy Harvesting
The majority of current research in energy scavenging technologies seeks to utilize ambient
kinetic energy. There are three main transduction methods for converting kinetic energy
into electrical: piezoelectric, electromagnetic or inductive, and electrostatic or capacitive.
These methods generally take advantage of environmental vibrations. However, humans
can also provide a kinetic energy input into energy scavenging systems. Some examples of
Table 3.1 Power and energy capabilities of primary power sources, including energy scavenging 
devices. Energy is defined as the storage capacity of the power source, while power is defined as the 
rate at which the energy is supplied. *Solar cells power measured in µW/cm2. Adapted from [56].
Type Power (µW/cm3) Energy (J/cm3) Sources
Stored 34 - 90 per year 1,080 - 2,880 Batteries
Stored 1.6 - 3.2 per year 50 - 100 Super Capacitors
Converted 1×106 3,500 Heat Engines and Fuel Cells
15,000* Solar (full-sunlight)
10 Solar (indoors)
40 for ∆T = 5oC Thermal Gradient





human-powered energy scavenging devices include piezoelectric shoe inserts which take
advantage of the kinetic energy of the heel as it touches the ground during walking, and
devices that take advantage of the force applied when pushing a button.
Vibrations occur in numerous environments ranging from bridges to buildings,
industrial equipment to home appliances, and airplanes to the side of the road [7]. As a
result, vibration scavenging has been widely, if not most, explored by micro electrome-
chanical systems (MEMS) researchers. Typical vibration scavenging systems can be mod-
eled as a spring mass system such as the one shown in Figure 3.1. A mass, m, is suspended
form a spring with a stiffness coefficient of k. The damping coefficient is represented by cT
and includes parasitic losses as well as the energy extracted by the mechanical to electrical
energy conversion mechanism. Typical vibration scavenging systems utilize a sinusoidal
vibration represented by y(t) = Ysin(ωt), where Y is the amplitude of the signal and ω rep-
resents the excitation frequency. The maximum energy can be harvested from such as
system occurs if the excitation frequency, ω, is equal to the natural frequency, ωn, of the
spring-mass system where ωn is given by equation (3.1). The energy transduction effi-
ciency is drastically reduced at frequencies other than ωn. 
(3.1)












The piezoelectric effect was discovered in 1880 by Jacque and Pierre Curie. This method
utilizes a compression or bending mechanical strain in an active material, which generates
an electrical charge that is proportional to the mechanical strain. Conversely, piezoelectric
materials exhibit mechanical strain in the presence on an electric field. The most commonly
used piezoelectric materials include the piezo ceramic lead zirconate titanate (PZT), piezo
polymer polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), thin film zinc oxide and single crystal quartz
[7],[57]. Piezoelectric materials exhibit directional characteristics such that the mechanical
and or electrical properties vary with the direction of the applied force and the orientation
of the electrodes. Piezoelectric energy scavenging devices commonly employ one of two
methods: (1) a compressive strain applied in a perpendicular orientation to electrodes along
the longitudinal piezoelectric coefficient of the piezoelement, also known as the d33 coef-
ficient, as shown in Figure 3.2(a), or (2) employ a transverse strain in a parallel orientation
to electrodes along the transverse coefficient of the piezoelement, also referred to as the d31
coefficient, to change the length of the piezoelement, as shown in Figure 3.2(b).
The piezoelectric strain constant is a numerical way to define the piezoelectric
activity of an active material by calculating the ratio of the strain developed in meters, to
the applied field in volts. Conversely, the piezoelectric strain constant is also the ratio of
the short circuit charge density in coulombs, to the applied stress in Newtons.
Figure 3.2 Illustration of piezoelectric strains applied along the (a) longitudinal, or d33, coefficient,




Electromagnetic or inductive conversion mechanisms take advantage of Faraday's Law,
which states that any change in the magnetic environment of a coil of wire will cause a volt-
age, or electromotive force (emf), to be induced in the coil. The voltage is equal to the neg-
ative value of the product of the number of turns in a coil times the rate of change of the
magnetic flux. This voltage can be dropped across a resistive load to obtain a current and
is negative based on Lenz's Law, which states that the magnetic field of the generated cur-
rent opposes the change in magnetic flux. The electromagnetic energy harvesting method
utilizes Faraday's law by moving a coil through a stationary magnetic field or by moving a
magnet through a stationary coil. The latter case is preferred so that the coil wires used to
read Vout remain fixed while the magnet is attached to the end of a resonating cantilever
structure with a spring constant k, as shown in Figure 3.3.
Electromagnetic transduction methods generally take advantage of vibration scav-
enging and result in small induced voltages. The induced voltages can be increased by
increasing the number of turns in the coil, implementing a transformer to amplify the volt-
age; or increasing the intensity of the magnetic field or the area of the coil per equation
(3.2). 
(3.2)










Electromotive force is a function of the number of turns in the coil, N, the change
in change in the magnetic field, dΦB over time dt. Increasing the number of turns in the coil,
using a transformer, or increasing the coil area results in an increase in device size, and
thereby could reduce the total volumetric power density.
3.2.3 Electrostatic Transduction
The capacitive method, also known as the electrostatic method, utilizes a change in capac-
itance to either cause a voltage increase in a constant charge system, or a charge increase
in a constant voltage system. The electrostatic energy scavenging method has been used to
scavenge vibration energy from the environment and even from in vivo stimulus such as
the vibrations of the ventricular wall [58].
The core unit of an electrostatic power generator is the variable capacitor. By fixing
either the charge or the voltage, and then varying the capacitance, the unfixed element must
alter itself to satisfy the basic equation (3.3) where Q is the charge in coulombs, C is the
capacitance in Farads, and V is the voltage on the plates in volts. Although this method of
transduction will be discussed in detail in Chapter V, a brief introduction is useful to
explain other electrostatic transducer technology. 
In a power generating mode, either the charge or voltage is held constant. The
energy stored in the capacitor is given by equation (3.4). By substituting Q for CV in (3.4),




A capacitance decrease forces the unfixed element of Q or V to increase. The low-
ering of the capacitance requires energy, and this energy is expressed in the increase in







capacitor plates or the overlap area, A, of the plates is changed to modify the capacitance
via equation (3.6), where εr is the relative dielectric permittivity of the insulating material
between the plates.
(3.6)
Roundy et al [59] classify three types of electrostatic generators that modify A or d
from (3.6) during vibration. Schematics of these generators are shown in Figure 3.4. As an
alternative, the work that is presented in this thesis introduces another type of electrostatic
generator that relies on modifying εr of the insulation material between the plates, instead
of geometric parameters [60].
In the constant charge implementation of electrostatic energy scavenging, the elec-
trostatic force between the capacitor plates is given by equation (3.7) and then given as a





Figure 3.4 Three types of electrostatic energy harvesting devices. (a) In-plane overlap varying
electrostatic generator. Overlap area, A, is modified to change capacitance, C. (b) In-
plane gap closing electrostatic generator. Electrode gap distance, d, is modified to change
C. (c) Out-of-plane gap closing electrostatic generator. Gap distance, d, is modified to




that is generated, ∆E, in the device for each change in capacitance, C, in the examples
shown in Figure 3.4 is due to the work opposing the electrostatic force and is given by the




In the change in energy expression, Cf and Vf are the final values of capacitance and
voltage at the some time and Ci and Vi are the initial capacitance and voltage values.
3.3 Other Energy Scavenging Technology
In addition to the use of ambient kinetic energy as the source for energy harvesting mech-
anism, developments have been made in devices that exploit other ambient conditions out-
side of movement via vibration or from the human body.
3.3.1 Radioisotope Generators
Radioactive sources have been combined with piezoelectric cantilevers to obtain energy
scavenging devices that are able to achieve resonance in a cantilever without the require-
ment of an ambient vibration [61]. Duggirala et al [61] have obtained 16 µW of power from
a silicon and a piezoelectric ceramic cantilever made of Lead Zirconate Titanate, or PZT,
with 63Ni isotope. The radiated particles operate by electrostatically charging a conductive
plate that is attached to the underside of a piezoelectric cantilever. The source of the parti-
cles is facing this plate. The electrostatic field between the plate and the source increases
and causes the piezoelectric cantilever to become electrostatically attracted to the source of
the radiated particles, thus, causing the cantilever to bend [7]. When the cantilever bends
















electrostatic attraction between the plate and the source and causes the beam to be released
quickly. The quick release of the beam causes it to vibrate at its natural frequency without
an ambient vibration.
3.3.2 Thermoelectric Transduction
The principle of thermoelectric transduction takes advantage of a thermal gradient to gen-
erate electrical power. Thomas Seebeck is credited with discovering the Seebeck Effect,
which sates that a thermal gradient between opposite ends of a conductive materials
resulted in heat flow, which cause charge flow due to carrier diffusion. Thermoelectric gen-
erators consist of thermocouples, usually made of p-type and n-type semiconductors that
are electrically connected in series and thermally connected in parallel. Stordeur and Stark
designed a low power thermoelectric generator consisting of over 2000 thermocouples that
required a temperature change of 20°C in order to extract 20 µW of power. The theoretical
limit of this technology is found to be 60 µW at a T = 20°C and 4 V. The generated voltage,
and consequently the generated power, is directly proportional to the temperature gradient
and the Seebeck coefficient, which measures the voltage response due to a change in tem-
perature, of the conductor used. As a consequence, thermoelectric generators face a limita-
tion due to the limited availability of large ambient thermal gradients.
3.4 Comparison of Energy Scavenging Mechanisms and the 
State-of-the-Art
The need for energy scavenging technology has led many researchers and members of
industry to attempt to find ways to make use of the ambient energy available in an environ-
ment to power remote devices. A summary of electrical energy scavenging methods, and
their trade-offs is presented in Table 3.2. Because energy scavenging is not a one solution
fits all field of research, compromises have to be made based on the application of the tech-
nology. For example, in areas that have full sunlight available, solar cells might be the best
option. However, in areas that are closed off from incident light, other technologies need to
be utilized, even though their power density may be significantly lower than that of solar
cells. A comparison of the state-of-the-art in electrical energy scavenging devices is shown
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in Figure 3.5 with the list of references used given in Table 3.3. Note that the power densi-
ties in Figure 3.5 are not normalized by the strength of the environmental stimuli. Some
examples of the devices highlighted in the sections that follow.
3.4.1 Piezoelectric Generators
Roundy et al achieved 80 µW using a PZT cantilever with an attached cubic mass attached
to the end [62]. The device was designed to resonate at 120 Hz. Sodano et al developed
another cantilever system to obtain 11.9 µW [63]. Mide Technology Corporation has since
commercialized a vibration energy scavenging device based on Sodano et al's work. In
addition to the cantilever systems, interesting technology developed at MIT in 1998 utilized
a stack of the piezoelectric material PVDF mounted in the heel of a shoe to extract 1300
µW of power from the bending movement during walking or running [64]. This work was
improved upon by Shenck et al in 2001 to achieve 8400 µW from a PZT dimorph structure
in the heel of a shoe [65].
Table 3.2 Advantages and disadvantages of typical electrical energy scavenging methods.
Technology Advantages Disadvantages
Solar Most mature technology
Uses CMOS
High power density
Requires incident radiation (output power 
density plummets indoors)
Low efficiency (10-25%)





Efficiency varies with material properties
Electromagnetic Mature
Wide variety of spring mass configura-
tions
Long life
High output current for low input voltage
Fabrication is complex (magnets and coils 
difficult to micromachine)
Requires high vibration frequency
Electrostatic Utilizes well-known MEMS fabrication
Scalable
Energy density modified geometrically
High output voltage
High efficiency
Requires an initial voltage
Parasitic components reduce efficiency
Radioactive Long life Use of radioactive materials has regulation 
and public acceptance limitations




Small thermal gradients occur naturally
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Figure 3.5 A comparison of the power output versus the volumetric size of the state-of-the-art in
energy scavenging technology. The volume of a given technology is usually listed in
terms of 1 cubic centimeter. However, some technology power densities are given in
terms of the specific device sizes. Note that these power densities are not normalized by
the strength of the environmental stimuli. Refer to Table 3.3 for the reference number






























































Shearwood et al designed an electromagnetic transducer similar to the device shown in
Figure 3.3 to generate 0.3 µW at an excitation frequency of 4.4 kHz [66]. The large fre-
quencies required for electromagnetic transduction utilizing vibrations is seen as a limita-
tion since most available vibrations are less than 100 Hz [67]. Kulah and Najafi sought to
address the discrepancy between the high natural frequency of vibration energy scavenging
devices and the available low frequencies in the environment. In 2004, they presented a fre-
quency up-conversion electromagnetic transducer which used a low frequency as a stimu-
lant to higher frequency resonance. A magnet was fabricated on a diaphragm above a
Table 3.3 References used in the comparison plot in Figure 3.5 organized by type of energy scavenging 
mechanism (piezoelectric, electromagnetic, electrostatic, radioisotope, and thermal gradient).
Piezoelectric Electromagnetic
First Author Symbol Reference First Author Symbol Reference
Kymissis [Ky98] [64] Williams [She01] [66]
Roundy [Rou03] [62] Mizuno [Miz03] [71]
Sodano [Sod04] [63] Scherrer [Sc05] [72]
Bayrashev [Bay04] [73] Ching [Ch02] [74]
Marzencki [Mar05] [75] Perez-Rodriguez [Per05] [76]
Glynne-Jones [Gly01] [77] Kulah [Kul04] [67]
Jeon [Jeo05] [78] Glynne-Jones [Gly04] [79]
H. W. Kim [Kim04] [80] El-Hami [Elh01] [81]
Shenck [Shk01] [65] Li [Li00] [82]
Perpertuum [P06] [68]
Electrostatic Radioisotope
First Author Symbol Reference First Author Symbol Reference
Boland [Bol03] [83] Duggirala [Dug04] [61]
Despesse [De05] [69]
Arakawa [Ara04] [84]
Roundy [Rou03] [10] Thermal Gradient
Mitcheson [Mit03] [70] First Author Symbol Reference




structure with coils [67]. The magnet on the diaphragm was excited at low frequencies and
caused the coils to resonate at their natural frequency of 11 kHz using magnetic attraction.
The calculated theoretical maximum of frequency up-conversion was listed as 2.5 µW, and
is shown in Figure 3.5. However, the actual measured power density in a macroscale ver-
sion of the proposed devices was 4 nW [67]. Electromagnetic generators have been com-
mercialized by Perpetuum Limited, whose devices output 5 mW at acceleration values of
0.1 m s-2 [68].
3.4.3 Electrostatic Generators
Roundy's work in electrostatic generators utilized MEMS technology in configurations
shown in Figure 3.4. Optimal power outputs of 100 µW/cm3 are theoretically expected to
occur in gap closing devices that utilize the smallest dielectric gaps [10]. Despesse et al pre-
sented an in-plane gap closing device that was designed to utilize vibrations at low frequen-
cies to generate 1052 µW of power at 50 Hz [69]. Mitcheson et al developed a non-resonant
electrostatic generator that consists of a silicon proof mass that moves only at the point of
maximum acceleration in a vibration environment [70]. The three wafer device required a
100 V input to produce 3.7 µW of power. This device was capable of producing output volt-
ages of 220 V; however, one limitation lies in the fact that the energy extraction circuitry
must be able to handle such high voltages with low parasitic capacitance values. 
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CHAPTER IV
EVAPORATIVE-DRIVEN FLUID FLOW IN PLANTS
The transpiration actuation devices presented in Chapter II demonstrated that evaporation
can be exploited to generate mechanical power. This thesis also explores the possible use
of evaporation to generate electrical power. Many scenarios and environments exist where
evaporation of water, and the corresponding formation of humidity gradients, allow for
energy to be scavenged. Examples include the surface of the skin due to perspiration, near
the surface of bodies of water, and the soil-air interface which is utilized to do work via
transpiration by the vast majority of plants on earth. This thesis will explore the use of evap-
oration driven flow to generate electrical power in plant-like fluidic networks. Therefore,
it is important to present an introduction to how plants use transpiration efficiently for their
own purposes. This chapter will introduce the cohesion-tension mechanism used by plants
to passively pump water through their vascular network, as well give an overview of the
energy requirements of evaporation, and how plants maximize their hydraulic flow by
obeying Murray’s Law.
4.1 Transpiration in Plants and the Cohesion-Tension Theory
Vascular plants have evolved to take advantage of the process of transpiration in order to
obtain an internal one-way fluidic transport network as well as cooling. Transpiration is
evaporative-based pumping driven by some form of external energy source, which in the
outdoors is almost exclusively solar energy. The process relies on the combined effects of
both the evaporation of water from an air-water interface and the cohesive-adhesive prop-
erties of water. A plant's water requirements directly parallel the amount that is exchanged
during transpiration. In fact, other water requirements for plant growth and photosynthesis
pale in comparison to the ninety-five percent or more that is lost to transpiration through
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the plant's leaves [86]. Water flow in plants is used to transport minerals throughout the
plant, and the transpiration-driven flow of water from the roots to the leaves, provides a
method of doing so at minimal energy cost [21].
The mechanism that drives the transpiration stream in plants is known as the cohe-
sion-tension theory, or simply the cohesion theory, which explains that water in plant
microvasculature is under tension generated at the leaves as water evaporates [22]. This
driving force is a result of the automatic coupling between evaporation and the negative
pressure achieved by capillary forces within plant vascular cell walls. The negative values
of pressure indicate that the water in the plant system has a lower potential than the refer-
ence potential of water at sea level and standard temperature and pressure (zero bar) [97].
A plant minimizes its vascular maintenance costs by flowing water through high-
conductance tubes of dead cells, known as xylem. Xylem is developed by programmed
death of protoplast and a compression-resistant cell wall to avoid collapse by negative pres-
sure within the capillaries [86]. Thus, the cost of transpiration is reduced to water-flow side-
effects of the construction of the microvasculature networks, flow-induced water stress or
negative apoplast pressure, and the layers of living tissues with hydrophilic cell walls that
filter the water into the xylem from the soil [87]. As a result, plants allow transpiration to
passively pump water through their microvasculature without expending much energy to
actively pump the water themselves.
4.2 Energy and Rate of Evaporation
Simple calculations using accepted transpiration values show that the leaves of plants, aside
from collecting energy for photosynthesis, collect several mW/cm2 in the form of transpi-
ration flow, a power density that would satisfy the power requirements of wireless sensor
networks and is on the same magnitude as that of solar cells. Keep in mind, however, that
the total volume of non-leaf plant mass is also required to collect and transport the evapo-
rated water. 
Modern microfabrication techniques allow for the production of microchannels of
appropriate size to allow capillary action to become one of the dominant forces and to
approach the scale at which the process of transpiration in plants can take place [92]. How-
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ever, transpiration is a process with inherent losses. The movement of water in the micro-
channels of a transpiration-based energy conversion system can do work. However, in
order to produce flow, water molecules must be removed from a leaf-like evaporating area.
Therefore, energy is used in order to evaporate each molecule of water. 
4.2.1 Energy to Evaporate Water
In order to derive the energy required to evaporate a given weight of water, Ew, two actions
must be taken into account. First, the given volume of water must be heated to 100°C, and
then the latent heat of vaporization, ∆vH, must be applied to the volume of water. This can
easily be calculated using equation (4.1), where c is the specific heat of water and is equal
to 4.186 J, ∆vH is the latent heat of vaporization of water and is equal to 2261 J/g, and Tw
is the temperature of the volume of water to evaporate, 100 indicates the temperature in
degrees Celsius to which the water has to be brought, and gw is the weight of the water in
grams. It is obvious from equation (4.1) that the energy required to evaporate a given
amount of water can be reduced by increasing the operating temperature.
(4.1)
4.2.2 Rate of Evaporation
The attempt to quantify the rate of evaporation of a fluid is the topic of much research
[94],[95]. The most accurate descriptions of evaporation and condensation at a fluid surface
are based on quantum theory. However, one theory has predicted accurate flow rates and is
given by equation (4.2) [96], 
(4.2)
where Qevap is the rate of total evaporation, R is the radius of the water surface, Dw is the
diffusion coefficient of water in air which is approximately 0.25 cm2/s, nw is the is the water
vapor density at the surface of the water, and n0 is the water vapor density of the back-
ground environment [23].
Ew gw 100 Tw–( )c ∆vH+[ ]=
Qevap 4RDw nw n0–( )=
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4.3 Murray’s Law for Optimal Vascular Networks
Plants have evolved a geometric model to maximize the hydraulic conductance to their net-
works. Plants maximize the hydraulic conductance per unit area of their microvasculature
to obtain:
• minimal tissue investment for water transport
• longer path length for water transport and thus, larger plants
• less dynamic water stress
• potentially higher CO2 diffusion rates since higher rates of transpira-
tion can be tolerated without excessive stress [87].
Murray's Law defines the geometric algorithm that plant xylem networks obey in order to
minimize hydraulic resistance and obtain maximum flow rates [87],[88], which states that
the cube of the radius of a parent vessel equals the sum of the cubes of the radii of the
daughters and is represented by equation (4.3).
(4.3)
For a symmetric bifurcation where the parent vessel is split into two equal radius
channels, then it follows that equation (4.4) applies for two levels of bifurcation. Murray’s
Law is recursive and must hold no matter how many levels of bifurcation exist. An example





Figure 4.1 An illustration of an example of a vascular network that obeys Murray's law. Level 0
represents the parent vessel. It should be noted that the vascular network need not be,
and is often not, symmetric like the illustration above. In plants, there could be as many
as 15 Level 2 channels. Further, there can be N number of levels, or bifurcations.
1 2Level: 0
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parent channel is equal to the sum of the flow in the daughter channels, as given by equation
(4.5) for two bifurcating levels.
(4.4)
(4.5)
The fact that plants obey Murray’s Law was not published until 2003 [88]. How-
ever, it was known for decades before that vasculature in mammals, specifically blood ves-
sels, also obeys Murray’s Law [90]. If this law is obeyed, an optimal relationship exists
between the vessel radius and volumetric flow, average linear velocity of flow, velocity
profile, vessel-wall shear stress, Reynolds number, and pressure gradient in individual ves-
sels [90]. The Reynolds number, Re, is a dimensionless number that represents the ratio of
inertial forces to viscous forces. A low Reynolds number indicates laminar flow, where vis-
cous forces are dominant. A high Reynolds number indicates turbulent flow, where inertial
forces are dominant and produce flow fluctuations. At the microscale, flow is generally
laminar, which means that a pressure driven liquid flow can easily be modeled using linear
elements like resistors, current sources for flow, and voltage sources for pressure [89]. By









TRANSPIRATION FOR ELECTRICAL ENERGY 
CONVERSION
An introduction and motivation for electrical energy scavenging was presented in Chapter
IV along with a comparison of the various energy harvesting mechanisms. Chapter V will
describe the modeling, design, and testing of a transpiration based energy conversion
mechanism that can be used to harvest electrical power from evaporation. First, the electro-
static transduction model will be discussed in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2, a device over-
view will describe the transpiration based energy conversion mechanism. The fluidic
lumped element model and device fabrication will be detailed in Section 5.3 and
Section 5.4, respectively. The fluidic test results of the devices will be presented in
Section 5.5. The largest section of this chapter, Section 5.6, will cover the electrical param-
eter models and results including an explanation of the voltage output conversion circuit
that was implemented to measure an accumulation of output voltage on a storage capacitor.
A theoretical upper bound for the power that can be scavenged from this technology is cal-
culated in Section 5.7. The chapter ends with a summary of contributions. 
5.1 Electrostatic Transduction Model
The capacitive method, also known as the electrostatic method, utilizes a change in capac-
itance to either cause a voltage increase in a constant charge system, or a charge increase
in a constant voltage system. Capacitance, C, is given by (5.1), where ε0 is the dielectric
permittivity of free space and ε0 = 8.8541×10-12 F/m, εr is the relative dielectric permittiv-
ity of the material between the capacitor plates, A is the product of the width, w, and length,
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l, of the capacitor plates, and d is the distance between the plates. Thus, a change in capac-
itance can be achieved by modifying any of the geometric parameters of the capacitor such
as w, l, and d, or by modifying the relative dielectric permittivity, εr, of the material
between the capacitor electrodes. 
(5.1)
The electrostatic energy conversion method presented in this work utilizes a change
in εr of the material between capacitor plates, by changing the actual material between the
plates, to pump energy into a storage capacitor. The devices in this work maintain fixed
capacitance geometries such as gap distance, d, and overlap area, A, but modify the dielec-
tric permittivity by flowing an alternating set of two fluids with two different dielectric con-
stants between fixed plates; thus, changing capacitance in the transition from one fluid to
the other. This is in contrast with the capacitive method used by vibration harvesting
devices, where the capacitor geometry is modified to change the capacitance.
There are two possible configurations of electrostatic scavenging devices: constant
voltage or constant charge. The change in capacitance will force the non-constrained term
to change in order to maintain the equality in equation (5.2) where Q is electrical charge, C




The general equation for power generation is shown in equation (5.4), where ∆E
represents the gained energy, which is the difference between the final energy, Ef, and the
initial energy, Ei.
(5.4)











The constant voltage implementation requires that the capacitance increase in order to har-
vest energy from the capacitance change. Following equation (5.4), the general equation for
energy gained in the voltage constrained method, ∆ECV, is show in equation (5.5), where
the initial and final charges found on the capacitor are represented by Qi and Qf, respec-
tively, and V is the voltage held constant over the capacitive change.
(5.5)
By using equation (5.2) and noting that the variable capacitor can have a maximum
value of Cmax and minimum value of Cmin, then the energy gained using the constant volt-
age model can be represented by equation (5.6).
(5.6)
The maximum voltage that can be placed across a set of capacitor plates, Vpeak,
depends on gap distance, d, and the dielectric breakdown voltage, VBR, of the insulation
material between the capacitor plates. Since the distance between the plates is fixed in the
devices presented in this work, Vpeak is dependent on the product of the breakdown voltage
of the dielectric and the thickness of the insulation material between the capacitor plates.
5.1.2 Constant Charge
The constant charge implementation requires that the capacitance decrease from the initial
value in order to harvest energy from the capacitance change. Following equation (5.4), the
general equation for energy gained in the charge constrained method, ∆ECC, is show in
equation (5.7), where the initial and final voltages found on the capacitor are represented
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By using equation (5.2) and noting that the variable capacitor can have a maximum
value of Cmax and minimum value of Cmin, then the energy gained using the constant charge
model can be represented by equation (5.8).
(5.8)
In order to maintain the equality in equation (5.2), the maximum voltage, Vmax,
occurs when the capacitor is at its minimum capacitance, Cmin, and the minimum voltage,
Vmin, occurs when the capacitor is at its maximum value, Cmax. 
5.1.3 Discussion of Model Selection
Both of the types of electrostatic converters discussed above require a separate voltage
source to charge up the variable capacitor to an initial voltage. The voltage constrained
method can result in a greater ∆E, which can easily be seen by replacing V in (5.6) with
Vmax and comparing the result with equation (5.8). However, the constant voltage method
requires an additional voltage source to maintain a constant voltage, Vmax, across the vari-
able capacitor throughout the conversion process. For this reason, the constant charge
implementation was selected. The voltage output conversion circuit will be discussed in
detail in Section 5.6.6.
5.2 Device Overview
The energy conversion device in this chapter uses an evaporation-driven flow of two alter-
nating fluids with different dielectrics to change the capacitance of a capacitor that consists
of electrodes placed on the top and bottom of the fluidic channel. A flow diagram explain-
ing the energy conversion mechanism is shown in Figure 5.1. 
A plant-like microfluidic network is used to maximize the flow rate due to evapo-
ration, Qevap. Evaporation can be the result of changes multiple environmental conditions,
specifically changes in: (1) percent relative humidity, RH%, (2) temperature, T, (3) pres-
sure, p, (4) volume of gas in the environment, Vgas, (5) density of gas, ρgas, and (6) flow
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one of the six parameters listed above. The mechanical energy of Qevap moves a dielectric
boundary to change the dielectric material between capacitive electrodes. The change in the
dielectric material results in a change in capacitance over the period of time it takes for the
boundary to traverse the capacitor electrode length, dC/dt. The change in capacitance is
then converted to electrical power with a conversion circuit.
An illustration of the energy conversion device is shown in Figure 5.2(a) along with
various micrograph insets of each device component Figure 5.2(b)-(d). The device consists
of a parent channel that then branches out mimicking plant microvasculature and following
Murray's Law to optimize hydraulic conductance as shown in Figure 5.2(c). Fixed capaci-
tor plates are placed on the top and bottom of the channel and fluid is moved between them.
As a bubble traverses between the electrodes Figure 5.2(b), it causes the capacitance to
decrease. The voltage output conversion circuitry is shown in Figure 5.2(d) and will be dis-
cussed in detail in Section 5.6.6. However, the conversion circuit uses diodes to conduct
during capacitance decrease (at the leading bubble edge), and block current during capaci-
tance increase (at the trailing bubble edge). The flow of the fluid is driven by evaporation,
much like in plants, and as a result, is passive.
In addition to the microvasculature network shown in Figure 5.2(c), porous materi-
als were also used as evaporators by placing them at the channel outlet in lieu of the etched
glass bifurcating design, as shown in Figure 5.3. The material properties of each evaporator
used in testing the device is given in Table 5.1. The etched glass bifurcating design con-
sisted of glass on three sides of the rectangular channel and parylene on the final side.
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Figure 5.2 An overview schematic of the transpiration for electrical energy conversion device with
close-up insets: (a) overview illustration showing water reservoir and meandering micro
channel to allow for a long bubble train, (b) bubble transiting between capacitor plates
(scale bar = 500 µm), (c) evaporator branching network, (d) surface mount conversion
circuit. 
reservoir






Figure 5.3 Micrograph of transpiration based energy conversion device with a porous ceramic









In order to optimize channel dimensions for maximum hydraulic conductance, some fun-
damental fluid mechanics analysis must be carried out. The Reynolds number, Re, is a
dimensionless number that represents the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces. A low
Reynolds number, indicates that viscous forces are dominant and that flow can be charac-
terized as laminar. In equation (5.9), U is the average fluid velocity, Dh is the hydraulic
diameter defined by equation (5.10), ρ is the fluid density, and η is the dynamic viscosity




At low Reynolds numbers of less than 2000, a pressure driven liquid flow can be
modeled using linear elements such as resistors, current sources and voltage sources.
Table 5.2 provides a summary of the lumped model analogy between linear elements of
laminar fluidic flow to electrical elements. The hydraulic, or fluidic, resistance, Rhyd, can
be determined by equation (5.11), where l is channel length, w is channel width, and h is
channel height. If the channel width is much greater than the channel height, then equation
(5.11) can be simplified to equation (5.12). 














75 90 5.40×10-5 Glass from Plan Optik AG
Parylene C from SCS Coatings
High Fired Alumina 6 50 3.17×10-4 Soil Moisture Equipment Corp.
High Fired Alumina 2.5 45 3.17×10-4 Soil Moisture Equipment Corp.
Silica 99.99% 0.2 31 1.10×10-4 Advanced Glass and Ceramics












Using the analogy presented in Table 5.2 and Ohm’s Law, the pressure drop, p,
across a fluidic channel can be written as a function of the volumetric flow rate, Qflow, and
the hydraulic resistance, Rhyd, as shown in equation (5.13). The total hydraulic resistance
of the fluidic channel, Rtotal, is the sum of the hydraulic resistance of the water and the
hydraulic resistance of the air bubble that are in the fluidic channel shown in Figure 5.2(a),
and is given by equation (5.14), where ηair is the dynamic viscosity of air, ηwater is the
dynamic viscosity of water, and lbubble is the length of the air bubble. At room temperature,
ηair = 1.85×10-5 Pa s and ηwater = 1×10-3 Pa s.
(5.13)
(5.14)
The hydraulic resistance for the porous materials, Rporous, is given by equation
(5.15), where lp is the length of the porous material, η is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid
in the material, a is the pore radius, ψ is the porosity, and τ is the tortuosity. Tortuosity, τ,
is an indicator of the curvature of the pores. For the materials used in this device, τ is
assumed to be 1, which means that the pores consist of straight lines within the material.
(5.15)
Table 5.2 Lumped model analogy between linear electrical to fluidic elements.
Fluidic Parameter, Symbol (Units) Electrical Parameter, Symbol (Units)
Volumetric Flow Rate, Qflow (m3/s) Current, I (A)
Pressure, p (Pa) Voltage, V (V)
Hydraulic Resistance, Rhyd (Pa s/m3) Resistance, R (Ω)
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Like in plants, the water movement due to evaporation in the transpiration based
devices in this work is attributed due to a difference in the chemical potential of the water
as opposed to an applied pressure since evaporation results in a passive flow of water [97].
This potential drop is dominated by the capillary pressure, pcapillary, due to the surface ten-
sion of the water menisci at the pores of the evaporator. The contributions to the water
potential from atmospheric vapor, patm, and gravity at the reservoir, pgravity, are much
smaller than pcapillary. Thus, the net liquid flow is from the reservoir to the evaporator. The
existence of a non-zero voltage on the capacitor plates generates an electroosmotic pres-
sure, pV, with the fluid flow at the water-air interface when a bubble enters between the
capacitor electrodes, and counter to the fluid flow at the air-water interface when a bubble
exits the capacitor electrodes. This phenomenon will be discussed and tested in
Section 5.6.2. However, based on previous literature [98], it is known that pressure driven
flow dominates electroosmotic flow for channels with radius values greater than 1 µm.
5.4 Device Fabrication
The devices in this work were microfabricated on two glass wafers that were bonded to
each other with a polymer. Glass channels were used in order to best mimic the hydrophilic
Figure 5.4 A lumped model representation of the fluidic network of the transpiration based energy
converter. The four sources of pressure shown are atmospheric (patm), gravitational
(pgravity), capillary (pcapillary), and electroosmotic pressure (pV) due to the non-zero
voltage, Vin, on the capacitor plates. At the microscale, the evaporative pressure drop is
dominated by the pcapillary (i.e. pcapillary >> patm and pgravity). It is known that pV is also













properties of plant xylem. Microfabrication was used in order to achieve the same scale as
plants such that capillary pressure dominates. The fabrication process is illustration in
Figure 5.5.
Microchannels were patterned and etched isotropically using 1400 mL of Hydrof-
luoric acid, 600 mL of Nitric acid, and 2000 mL of DI H2O to achieve 45 - 75 µm channel
depths in glass wafers as shown in Figure 5.6. The glass wafers were purchased from Plan
Optik AG. Capacitor plates were patterned on the bottom of the channels in wafer 1 shown
in Figure 5.5 using an evaporated layer of titanium and platinum (300 Å Ti/ 1000 Å Pt).
Similar Ti/Pt pads were patterned on wafer 2 shown on the right of Figure 5.5. That wafer
was then diced and a layer of chrome and gold (200 Å Cr/ 2000 Å Au) was sputtered around
the edge to create an electrical contact to the capacitor electrodes on the back side of the
wafer. Then, wafer 2 was coated in 1.2 µm of Parylene C by SCS Coatings (Indianapolis,
IN, USA) while the electrical contact on the back was protected and not coated with
Parylene C. Holes were manually drilled into wafer 2 using a drill press for fluidic inter-
















connection to reservoir (not shown). Using a stamping process, wafer 1 was coated with 3
µm of a 1:1 mixture of Sylgard 184 PDMS from Dow Corning (Midland, MI, USA) and
99.9% toluene on the areas surrounding the channel such that there was no PDMS in the
channel. Both wafers were exposed to O2 plasma (100 W, 150 mTorr, 1 min), aligned and
bonded. The PDMS was cured overnight in an oven at 85 oC. Fluidic interconnects were
attached. Surface mount components of the circuit were assembled soldered onto the Ti/Pt
pads on wafer 1. Finally, the electrical contact of wafer 2 was wire-bonded to a pad on
wafer 1.
The devices that used a porous material as the evaporator followed the same process
outlined in Figure 5.5, with an additional step of gluing the porous material to the channel
outlet using epoxy.
5.5 Evaporation-Driven Flow Fluidic Parameter Test Results
The fluidic performance of the transpiration based energy conversion device was charac-
terized to best select which evaporator resulted in the fasted passive flow rate. Bubbles
were loaded into the meandering channel and then evaporation driven flow was recorded
using a Sony Handycam attached to a microscope with a 30 frame per second frame rate.
The porous materials had to be pre-wetted with 1-2 mL of DI H2O prior to testing. The per-
cent relative humidity an the light source was recorded during every test. The relative
humidity ranged from 27 - 45%. The light source focused on the device emitted a light
intensity of 0.01 lx and was used to help focus the video image.
Figure 5.6 Electron micrographs of etched channels in glass wafers.
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5.5.1 Volumetric Flow Rate
The volumetric flow rate was measured in liters per minute and then normalized to the
evaporative surface area (m2) given in Table 5.1. The evaporative surface area was differ-
ent for each evaporator pore diameter due to either fabrication limitations, as was the case
for the 75 µm pore diameter, or due to limitations of the geometries available from the man-
ufacturer, as was the case for the 4 nm, 200 nm, 2.5 µm, and 6 µm pore diameters. As shown
in Figure 5.7, the highest average volumetric flow rate was obtained by the evaporator with
6 µm pore diameters and the lowest was obtained by the evaporator with 4 nm pore diam-
eters. The maximum measured volumetric flow rate for each pore diameter is also shown
on the plot.
Figure 5.7 The average and maximum evaporation-driven volumetric flow rate normalized by the
evaporative surface area for each evaporator pore diameter. Devices with pore
diameters of 4 nm and 200 nm had an area of 1.1×10-4 m2, pore diameters of 2.5 µm and
6 µm had an area of 3.17×10-4 m2, pore diameters of 75 µm had an area of 5.4×10-5 m2.
The devices with pore diameters of 75 µm were part of the branching network that
obeyed Murray’s Law and was etched in glass. Channel height = 45 µm and channel

































Volumetric Flow Rate versus Evaporator Pore Diameter









































The volumetric flow rate was measured as a function of bubble length, as shown in
Figure 5.8. Although the data shows variability, the length of the bubble was measured to
have a negligible effect on the flow rate due to the fact that no trend was observed showing
a dependence of flow rate on increasing bubble length. The variability, however, is attrib-
uted to the fact that evaporation is caused by variations in multiple environmental condi-
tions such as changes in temperature, relative humidity, air flow, air volume, pressure, and
air density. During testing, both temperature and relative humidity were recorded. Testing
for a given evaporator was conducted in a time period such that relative humidity and tem-
perature did not vary more than 10%. The main takeaway is that the bubbles used during
device testing did not cause blockage of the porous materials or the branching network. 
5.5.2 Velocity
The volumetric flow rate measured the rate at which a quantity of water evaporated. How-
ever, for the devices in this work, the velocity with which the fluid in the channel traversed
Figure 5.8 The measured volumetric flow rate normalized by the evaporative surface area versus
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between the capacitor electrodes is a more important indicator of device performance due
to the dependence of the output power on dC/dt. The faster that the bubbles are able to
move, the faster they change the capacitance, and thus, the faster that energy is obtained
over time, or the higher the power output. The velocity measurements are not normalized
by evaporative surface area. The velocity versus the evaporative pore diameter is shown in
Figure 5.9. The evaporators with 2.5 µm and 6 µm pore diameters exhibited the fastest
velocities. The evaporator with the 6 µm diameter pores was selected for testing the elec-
trical parameter tests because it exhibited the fastest flow velocity with a maximum value
of 1.5×10-2 m/s and on average exhibited flow velocities of 4×10-3 m/s.
5.6 Electrical Parameter Models and Results
Following the fluidic parameter tests, devices were assembled such that the evaporator with
6 µm pore diameters was glued to the main channel outlet and the pores enhanced the rate
Figure 5.9 The average and maximum evaporation-driven velocity for each evaporator pore
diameter tested: 4 nm, 200 nm, 2.5 µm, 6 µm, and 75 µm. Channel height, h = 45 µm and
channel width, w = 500 µm. Note that these measurements are not normalized by
evaporative surface area to allow for comparison with the capacitor changes of
individual devices.



























of evaporation. The main channel width was 500 µm and the height was 45 µm. The capac-
itor electrodes were 500 µm wide, to match the channel, and 3 mm long. For additional
characterization, some devices were assembled with Upchurch fluidic connectors instead
of a reservoir and the flow rate of the fluid was controlled by a syringe pump. This allowed
for a comparison of the electrical results achieved with evaporation driven flow and faster
flow rates set on the syringe pump.
5.6.1 Change in Capacitance
The capacitance of variable capacitor, Cvar, was changed when an air bubble traversed
between the electrodes, modifying the dielectric permittivity of the capacitor from that of
water, to that of air, as shown in Figure 5.10(a) and (b). The change in capacitance was mea-
sured using an Hewlett Packard 4428A LCR meter with a measurement frequency of 1
MHz. At lower frequencies, noise distorted the signal. At 1 MHz, the change in capaci-
tance, ∆Cvar, was consistently measured to range from 8 - 10 pF for devices with electrode
width = 500 µm, electrode length = 3 mm, channel height = 45 µm, and a 1.2 µm layer of
parylene for insulation on one of the electrodes.
It is known that the measured change in capacitance has a dependence on measure-
ment frequency, as shown in Figure 5.11(a), due to the fact that the relative dielectric per-
mittivity of water varies nonlinearly with frequency, as shown in Figure 5.11(b). At lower
measurement frequencies (f < 100 Hz), the relative dielectric permittivity of water has been
measured to be approximately 6×105. In the previous section, the maximum evaporation
driven fluidic velocity was measured to be 1.5×10-2 m/s, thus, the frequency with which the
bubbles can traverse through the capacitor electrodes (l = 3 mm) is approximately 5 Hz and
well into the low frequency and high relative dielectric permittivity of water regime.
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Figure 5.10 Capacitance, Cvar, versus Time. (a) A representative sequence of images showing a
bubble moving between the capacitor plates. Food coloring was added to water for
better visualization (Scale bar = 1 mm). (b) The capacitance for one bubble measured
with an HP 4428A LCR meter at 1 MHz. ∆Cvar from water to air as the bubble traversed
the electrodes is 8.27 pF for channel height = 45 µm and parylene thickness of 1.2 µm.
Parylene was used as a dielectric insulator to prevent electrolysis. Capacitance changes
ranged from 8 – 10 pF for these devices.
(b)
(a)

























Figure 5.11 Measured change in capacitance, ∆Cvar, and relative dielectric permittivity of water
increase as measurement frequency decreases (a) The measured change in capacitance,
as the interface sweeps from water to air, versus measurement frequency. (b) The











































































































On the microscale, secondary effects can contribute to the pressure in the transpiration
based energy conversion system. As shown in Figure 5.4, one of the sources of pressure
that should be considered as microfluidic devices are scaled down is electroosmotic pres-
sure, pV. This is pressure due to the non-zero voltage applied to the capacitor electrodes. 
The electroosmotic pressure is calculated from the energy in capacitor with width,
w, length, l, and gap distance, h, which corresponds to the channel height. This effect is
important as the dielectric material between the capacitive electrodes is changed from water
to air, and then air to water. For sake of generality, pV is derived for a change between any
two materials, material 1 and material 2, and is then calculated for the specific materials in
this work. 
The potential energy, U, of the capacitor shown in Figure 5.12 is given by equation
(5.16) where w is the capacitor width, l is the capacitor length, h is the gap distance, ε1 is
the relative permittivity of material 1, ε2 is the relative permittivity of material 1, ε0 is the
dielectric permittivity of free space, and x is the portion of the capacitor length taken up by
material 2. The force, FV, due to the voltage, Vin, on the capacitor, is calculated in equation
(5.17). The pressure due to that voltage, pV, is then found by taking the force over the cross-
section area of the channel, as shown in equation (5.18).
Figure 5.12 Illustration of a capacitor with two different materials, 1 and 2, as dielectrics. The
capacitor area is the capacitor length, l, times the width, w. The gap distance between
the capacitor electrodes corresponds with the channel height, h. 














From the derivation above, the theoretical pressure due to the voltage on the capac-
itor plates ranges from 0.17 Pa for Vin = 1 V up to approximately 70Pa for Vin = 20 V. The
pressure is negative, or with the capillary pressure, when material 1 is water and material 2
is air (i.e. bubble entering capacitor). This pressure is positive, or against the negative cap-
illary pressure, when material 1 is air and material 2 is water (i.e. bubble is exiting the
capacitor). Based on this derivation, a bubble should theoretically enter the capacitor plates
faster than it exits. This is a favorable effect because the energy conversion mechanism pre-
sented in this work relies on a fast dC/dt when going from water to air. It is important how-
ever, to compare pV with the capillary pressure that is causing the evaporation driven flow.
For the transpiration based energy conversion devices to work, the capillary pressure must
be the dominant pressure. A quick calculation will show that for all of the evaporator geom-
etries explored, the capillary pressure is in fact much greater than the electroosmotic pres-
sure. For the evaporator with 6 µm pore diameters, the capillary pressure is at least 240X
greater than pV at Vin = 20 V. This agrees with previous literature [98], where it was shown
that electroosmotic flow is not dominant at channel radii > 1 µm. The main channel in this
work has a height of 45 µm. 
The effect of the electroosmotic pressure was also experimentally tested by measur-
ing the time it took for a bubble to enter the capacitor plates, fall time, and the amount of
time it took for a bubble to exit the capacitor plates, rise time, as a function of the applied
Vin. In order to isolate the voltage as the variable affecting fall and rise time, a syringe pump
was used to ensure that the data was unaffected by variations in temperature, relative
humidity and other factors that affect evaporative-driven flow. The experimental data con-
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Based on the measurements shown in Figure 5.13 and by using equation (5.13), the
measured pressure drop across the capacitor due to Vin ranges from 110 Pa to 232 Pa.
5.6.3 Current and Charge Modeling
A way to predict the potential energy harvesting application of this device is to measure the
current, and thus charge, that can be generated from each water to air interface. One way to
do this is to use a charge redistribution circuit like the one shown in Figure 5.14. In this
circuit, a storage capacitor, Cstore, is placed in parallel with the variable capacitor, Cvar, and
both capacitors are pre charged to a voltage, Vin. The voltage is applied when Cvar = Cmax,
or when there is only water between the capacitor electrodes, then Cvar is changed as bub-
Figure 5.13 Experimental study of the effect the non-zero voltage, Vin, on the flow rate. The effect of
Vin was tested by measuring the time it took for the bubble to enter the capacitor plates
as the dielectric was changed from water to air (Fall Time) and by measuring the time it
took for the bubble to exit the capacitor plates as the dielectric was changed back from
air to water (Rise Time). The capacitor dimensions are as follows: l = 3 mm, w = 500 µm,
and h = 45 µm). 





















bles traverse between the electrodes. With each bubble entrance, charge, Q, should go from
Cvar to Cstore. With each bubble exit, Q should go from Cstore to Cvar. 
To measure the charge, a low impedance ammeter is used to monitor the current
between Cvar and Cstore. The important parameters to measure are the peak current, average
current, and the time that the current is non-zero at each dielectric interface. The charge, Q,
is calculated by dividing the average current with the time in which it occurred. The peak
current is used to predict the instantaneous power that can be obtained with each interface.
From equations (5.19) to (5.21), and as expected, the current, i(t), and charge, Q, from each
change in capacitance as a bubble traverses between the electrodes is not a function of volt-
age, v, but only a function of the rate of change of capacitance, dC/dt, and the magnitude




Figure 5.14 Charge redistribution circuit used to measure current and charge from each dielectric
interface. The storage capacitor, Cstore, and the variable capacitor in the transpiration
based device, Cvar, are pre charged with Vin. Cvar is procreated when water is between
the electrodes so that it equals its maximum value, Cmax. The voltage source is
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The charge redistribution circuit was simulated for various ∆Cvar values to show its
effect on the peak current and charge that can be transferred with each water to air dielectric
interface. The current at the ammeter is shown in Figure 5.15(a). It is positive as the dielec-
tric in Cvar is changed from Cmax to Cmin and Q is transferred to Cstore, and it is negative as
Cvar is changed back from Cmin to Cmax and Q is returned to Cvar from Cstore. The duration
of the change, ∆t, of ∆Cvar, from which dC/dt = ∆Cvar/∆t was calculated, used in the sim-
ulations was the same as that measured from the evaporative flow rate of the evaporator
with 6 µm pore diameters. The peak current and amount of charge increase with ∆Cvar, as
shown in Figure 5.15(b) and (c), respectively.
The charge redistribution circuit was simulated for various voltages, as shown in
Figure 5.16 using the measured velocities for each evaporator and a calculated velocity for
flow rates provided by a syringe pump. The velocities simulated were for the evaporators
with pore diameters of 4 nm, 200 nm, 2.5 µm, and 6 µm. Also, syringe pump volumetric
flow rates were also simulated for the values of 5 µL/min, 20 µL/min, 50 µL/min, and 100
µL/min. The peak current is shown in Figure 5.16(a) and the predicted charge transferred
at each water to air interface is shown in Figure 5.16(b). The ∆Cvar used in these simula-
tions was 30 pF, which is close to the measured ∆Cvar at low frequencies shown in Figure
5.11(a), although that value is on the low end of what is actually expected from each inter-
face. It is obvious from these simulation results and as expected from equations (5.19) to
(5.21), that the effect of voltage is only seen in the instantaneous power plot in Figure
5.16(c). The more important information that can be obtained from Figure 5.16 is the effect
of the flow rate on the current, charge, and power that can be obtained from each water to
air interface. Obviously, as the flow rate increases, so does the current, charge, and power.
Further, one can see from these plots that the best evaporation-driven flow results should
be obtained from the evaporator with 6 µm pore diameters.
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Figure 5.15 Simulation results showing effect of an increased ∆Cvar on device performance. (a)
Current versus time for various changes in capacitance. (b) The peak current value
versus the change in capacitance. (c) The charge transferred versus the change in
capacitances. The duration of the change, ∆t, of ∆Cvar, from which dC/dt = ∆Cvar/∆t was
calculated, used in the simulations was the same as that measured from the evaporative
flow rate of the evaporator with 6 µm pore diameters.


































































Figure 5.16 Simulation results for (a) peak current, (b) charge, and (c) instantaneous power, versus
voltage, Vin, using measured evaporation driven flow rates for each evaporator pore size
and various syringe pump driven flow rates. Note that the lines in (c) do not appear
linear even though P = IV because of the semi log axes. The theoretical instantaneous
power achieved by the flow rate from the evaporator with the 6 µm pore diameter
ranges from 0.6 nW to 10 nW per water to air interface, depending on Vin.














































































5.6.4 Current and Charge Test Results
The test set up used to measure the current and charge is shown in Figure 5.17. The results
for the measured peak current, charge, and instantaneous power are shown in Figure
5.18(a), (b), and (c), respectively. The actual measurements were conducted for three dif-
ferent flow parameters. In the first, the transpiration based device was configured as shown
in Figure 5.3 with the 6 µm pore diameter evaporator disk at the channel outlet. Bubbles
were then evaporatively pulled between the capacitor electrodes, and the current was mea-
sured between Cvar and Cstore. 
In the second and third flow parameters, the device was connected to a syringe
pump at the inlet and the outlet was simply open with no evaporator. The syringe pump was
used to compare the measured peak current, charge, and instantaneous power with the sim-
ulation predicted values from Figure 5.16 without the variability of relative humidity, tem-
perature, and other factors that create inconsistency in evaporation-driven flow. This is to
better quantify the loss in the charge redistribution test set-up. 
Figure 5.17 Charge redistribution circuit and test set up. (a) The storage capacitor, Cstore, and the
variable capacitor, Cvar, are pre charged with Vin with a Keithley 2400 voltage source.
This is done with no bubble between the electrodes so that Cvar is at its maximum value.
(b) The test set-up highlights the microscope with a camera that was used to record













Figure 5.18 Measured results for (a) peak current, (b) charge, and (c) peak power, versus voltage.
Three sources of fluid flow were used: (1) the evaporator with 6 µm pore diameters, (2) a
syringe pump providing 20 µL/min flow rate, and (3) a syringe pump providing a 50 µL/
min flow rate. Compare these data to the theoretical values shown in Figure 5.16.




























































































The peak current obtained with the evaporation driven flow was on the order of
4×10-11 A, as shown in Figure 5.18, which is approximately an order of magnitude less than
that predicted by simulation. This difference could be due to multiple effects. For example,
leakage in the storage capacitor, as well as resistive loss through the interconnect wire and
test cables. Further, the picoammeter sample rate is approximately 8 samples/sec. There-
fore, if a peak current was reached at a time when the picoammeter was not sampling, then
that data point could be missed. That sampling rate could also be the reason for the large
standard deviation values shown in Figure 5.18.
In order to roughly quantify the loss from the test set-up, we can compare the
syringe pump driven flow measured performance to that which was predicted by the simu-
lation. The peak current for 50 µL/min flow was measured to be between 1×10-10 - 1×10-9
A and was predicted to be 1.5×10-9 A. The peak current for 20 µL/min flow was measured
to be between 1×10-11 - 3×10-11A and was predicted to be 0.6×10-10 A. The charge trans-
ferred using the 50 µL/min flow was measured to be between 3×10-11 - 3×10-10 C and was
predicted to be 1×10-8 C. The charge transferred using the 20 µL/min flow was measured
to be between 3×10-11 - 1×10-10 C and was predicted to be 1×10-9 C. From these compar-
isons, it is obvious that this method of measurement is lossy.
It is interesting to note the peak current values achieved by the evaporation driven
flow were larger than those achieved with the 20 µL/min flow rate set by the syringe pump.
However, in Figure 5.18(b), we can see that the charge transferred by the evaporation
driven flow was less than that transferred by the syringe pump set at 20 µL/min. This is
because the syringe pump provided a higher average current during the dielectric transition
from water to air, but the evaporator achieved a higher peak current value in a shorter period
of time. The actual charge transferred between Cvar and Cstore using the evaporation driven
flow rate was measured to be on the order of 1×10-11 C, which is two orders of magnitude
less than what was predicted by the simulation. In Figure 5.18(c), the measured instanta-
neous power is approximately an order of magnitude less than that predicted by the simu-
lation since the instantaneous power is derived from the product of the peak current and the
voltage.
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The standard deviation lines show that there is a great deal of variability. Thus, the
difference in performance between the evaporation driven flow and the syringe pump
driven flow set to 20 µL/min, is not as easy to observe as the difference between either of
those two and that of the syringe pump driven flow when set to 50 µL/min.
5.6.5 Scalability by Adding Capacitors
The feasibility of scaling on this technology must be demonstrated in order to project the
theoretical limits of this mechanism of energy conversion. Thus, two variable capacitor
devices were connected in parallel, as shown in Figure 5.19, and then placed in the same
charge redistribution circuit used to measure current and charge. Both of the variable capac-
itors were connected to syringe pumps, and the ammeter readings were recovered versus
time. 
As can be seen in Figure 5.20, connecting multiple variable capacitors in parallel
provides two benefits. The first being the increased refresh rate. At t = 1 s and t = 1.5 s, two
positive spikes are shown indicating that a bubble entered Cvar1 at t = 1 s, and another
entered Cvar2 at t = 1.5 s. Thus, instead of requiring very high flow rates, each device could
spike at different times and simulate a faster flow rate. The second benefit is the additive
effect. If the bubbles in both Cvar1 and Cvar2 enter between the capacitor electrodes at the
same time, then the current measured would be double that of one bubble in one device.
This can be seen at t = 4 s, where the peak current is approximately 2×10-9 A. 
Figure 5.19 Schematic showing two variable capacitors were placed in parallel, Cvar1 and Cvar2, and
connected to Cstore in the charge redistribution circuit. This was used to demonstrate the








5.6.6 Voltage Output Conversion Circuit Explanation
The true application of the presented transpiration based energy conversion mechanism is
as an energy scavenging supply. Thus, a full conversion circuit that is capable of transduc-
ing the mechanical energy in the evaporation-driven fluid into electrical power is neces-
sary. This circuit, as with any other, will include some inherent losses. However, if the
change in capacitance, or ∆Cvar, can be made large enough, or if the change can occur more
quickly to maximize dC/dt, then the energy harvested from this mechanism can overcome
the leakage in the circuit and potentially allow for the harvesting and storage of additional
energy. The current state of the art energy harvesting mechanisms and devices were dis-
cussed in Chapter III. Similar voltage output conversion circuits used in the transpiration
based work here have been used in vibration energy harvesting devices [58], although a
slight modification is presented here in order to measure the output voltage with respect to
Figure 5.20 Current versus time showing scalability of energy conversion. Each device was
connected to a syringe pump with PTFE tubing that was loaded with bubbles. The flow
rate used was 100 µL/min. The data shows some points where bubbles were not
synchronized, providing a peak current of approximately 1 nA, as well as points where
bubbles went through Cvar1 and Cvar2 at the exact same time providing a higher current
spike of approximately 2 nA. In addition to the additive property, connecting multiple
variable capacitors together allows for a higher refresh rate, which is beneficial when
implemented in the voltage output circuit.

















ground. Other well-known energy conversion circuits developed for electrostatic energy
harvesting devices have been optimized for periodic signals from high frequency vibrations
[93] and thus, include clocks for timing references. As previously shown in Figure 5.1,
many environmental conditions affect the rate of evaporation, ranging from changes in
temperature, relative humidity, atmospheric pressure, air flow, air volume, and others. As
a result, periodic changes in capacitance are not be possible with a transpiration based
energy harvesting mechanism. 
A schematic of the voltage output circuit used in this work is shown in Figure 5.21.
This circuit utilizes the constant charge model that was discussed in Section 5.1.2. The
main advantage of this circuit is that it does not require a periodic signal. Instead, two
diodes act to conduct and block based on potential changes at a T-node, vT, caused by
∆Cvar. There are three main modes of operation for the voltage output conversion circuit:
• Initial condition, Cvar = Cmax
Figure 5.21 A schematic of the output voltage conversion circuit implemented in the transpiration
based energy harvesting devices in this work. Similar circuits have been used in
electrostatic vibration scavenging devices. The initial capacitor, Cinit, and the variable
capacitor, Cvar = Cmax, are pre charged to -Vin. The power supply is then disconnected at
t = 0 s. This circuit follows the constant charge model. Thus, as Cvar goes to Cmin from
Cmax, the potential at vT is increased and then D2 conducts. That voltage is then stored
on Cstore and measured at Vout. Each negative ∆Cvar results in a positive ∆Vout. D1












• Voltage accumulation from -∆Cvar as Cvar goes from Cmax to Cmin
due to leading bubble edge
• No accumulation from +∆Cvar as Cvar goes from Cmin to Cmax due to
trailing bubble edge
Each of the conditions above are described in detail below.
5.6.6.1 At Initial Condition:
In the initial condition shown in Figure 5.22, the value of the variable capacitor is set to
Cvar = Cmax and both Cvar and the initial capacitor, Cinit, are charged to a negative initial
voltage. The total energy in the system is given by (5.22) and (5.23) as the sum of the
energy in each capacitor. The energy stored on a capacitor at any time is a function of the
voltage across that capacitor at that time.
(5.22)
(5.23)
Figure 5.22 A schematic of the initial condition on the voltage output circuit after Cinit and Cvar =
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5.6.6.2 ∆Cvar due to Leading Edge of Bubble (∆Cvar = Cmax to Cmin)
When a bubble enters between the electrode plates of Cvar and changes its value from Cmax





When dvT/dt is greater than 0, then D2 conducts current to Cstore and D1 blocks cur-
rent. More fundamentally, the current caused by the change in variable capacitor, i, in
Figure 5.23, is greater than 0 A, and electrons move towards the node between Cinit and
Cvar, temporarily making it more negative.
If iCv(t) is the current due to dCvar/dt, we can see that the variable capacitor acts like
a variable current source that provides a positive current when the change in capacitance is
negative and a negative current when the change in capacitance is positive. This relation-








Figure 5.23 A schematic of the energy conversion step in which Cmax goes to Cmin and D2 conducts









The positive current due to a decrease in the capacitance of Cvar results in a positive
charge that is conducted by D2 to Cstore. This charge is given by integrating the current over
the time as shown in equation (5.28). The relationship between iD2(t) and iCv(t) is discussed
in detail in Section 5.6.6.4.
(5.28)
The change in the output voltage on the storage capacitor, dvs is given by equation
(5.29). By substituting (5.27) in (5.29), the change in the output voltage is found to be a
function of the current conducted by D2 and the size of Cstore, as given by equation (5.30)
(5.29)
(5.30)
5.6.6.3 ∆Cvar due to Trailing Edge of Bubble (∆Cvar = Cmin to Cmax)
When a bubble exits from the electrode plates of Cvar and changes its value from Cmin to
Cmax, there is no voltage accumulation on Vout. However, at this point, a full energy con-
version cycle has occurred and the system has a net positive energy gain, ∆Ecycle, as sum-
marized by equations (5.31) through (5.34). 
(5.31)
(5.32)























When dvT/dt is less than 0, then D1 conducts current to Cstore and D2 blocks current.
More fundamentally, the current, i, in Figure 5.24, is less than 0 A, and electrons move
towards vT while the node between Cinit and Cvar returns to its original value of -Vin.
5.6.6.4 Current Through Charging Diode
In order to calculate dq in equation 5.28, we need to know the current through the charging
diode, D2. Using the basic equation for current through a diode, the current through D2, iD2,
is given by equation (5.35), where IS is the diode’s saturation current, vD2 is the voltage
across the diode as shown in Figure 5.25, VT is the thermal voltage, and n is the emission


















Figure 5.24 A schematic of the energy conversion step for the trailing bubble edge during which Cvar












The voltage across D2 is given by equation (5.36), where vT(t) is the voltage on the
T-node as show in Figure 5.22. From equations (5.35) and (5.36), one can easily see that as
the voltage on the storage capacitor, vs(t) increases, then iD2(t) will decrease.
(5.36)
The excess current from the change in Cvar ends up going through a parasitic resis-
tor to ground, Rp1, as shown the schematic in Figure 5.25. This is easily seen by monitoring
the voltage on the T-node, vT, as given by equation (5.37), where iRp1 is the current through
the parasitic resistor, Rp1.
(5.37)
From equations (5.35) - (5.37), one can see that if the voltage on the storage capac-
itor, vs(t), is small then iD2(t) = iCv(t), meaning that all of the charge, dq, from dCvar/dt is
conducted to Cstore. In an energy harvesting system that uses multiple ∆Cvar instances, the
current through D2, iD2(t), caused by the first ∆Cvar is approximately equal to iCv(t). After
many ∆Cvar instances, or many energy harvesting cycles, where enough charge has built up
on Cstore and vs(t) is high, then iD2(t) is expected to approach 0 A, and iCv(t) = iRp1(t). This
simply shows that as charge builds up on Cstore, D2 will decrease the amount of dq that it
transfers with each ∆Cvar, and thus, dvs(t) decreases with each ∆Cvar. The amount of time
that it takes to charge up Cstore enough to decrease iD2(t) depends on the size of Cstore. An
illustrated example of the Vout and iD2 versus time is given for a small capacitor and a big
capacitor in Figure 5.26(a) and (b), respectively.
vD2 t( ) vT t( ) vs t( )–=
vT t( ) iCv t( ) iD2 t( )–[ ]Rp1 iRp1 t( )Rp1= =
90
 
Figure 5.25 A schematic of the voltage output circuit giving a closer look at charging diode, D2, and



























Figure 5.26 Vout and D2 current versus time for two Cstore values for multiple ∆Cvar instances (a)
Small Cstore (b) Large Cstore. Note the difference in scale on the Vout versus Time plots.
The smaller capacitor charges up much more quickly than the larger capacitor and thus
D2 conducts less current over time for the smaller capacitor. However, the smaller
capacitor discharges much more quickly (note the decrease of Vout in between ∆Cvar
instances).





















(a) Small Cstore (b) Large Cstore
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5.6.6.5 Determining the Proper Size of Cstore
As illustrated by the graphs in Figure 5.26 and the discussion in Section 5.6.6.4, the size of
Cstore will affect the output voltage versus time. The first thing that is important to note is
that any size Cstore, given sufficient ∆Cvar instances, will charge up to a Vmax determined
by the ratio of Cmax to Cmin times the initial voltage, Vin. However, different sizes of Cstore
take different times to charge up to Vmax, and similarly to discharge, based the time con-
stant, τ = RC. The time it takes for a voltage across a capacitor to discharge based on a scalar
multiple of τ is shown in Figure 5.27.
The selection of the proper size for Cstore is dependent upon the application. From
the discussion in Section 5.6.6.4, we know that as the size of Cstore decreases, dv(t) also
decreases as Vout approaches Vmax. Further, the refresh rate of ∆Cvar, or the number of
∆Cvar instances, has to go up to counter the effect of the faster discharge. For the purposes
of the measurements presented in this work, it was imperative that the capacitor not dis-
charge quickly. Therefore, a large Cstore was selected. 
Recall from the discussion in Section 5.6.6.1 that the energy is dependent upon the
size of the capacitor. Therefore, once the voltage across Cstore is at Vmax, the energy of the
larger capacitor will be larger than that of the smaller capacitor, as shown by (5.38).
(5.38)
Figure 5.27 Percent of V on a capacitor versus the time it takes to discharge as a scalar multiple of























5.6.6.6 Instantaneous Power from a Fully Charged Device
The goal of any energy harvesting mechanism is to be used to power another device, like a
remote sensor. In many low power applications, these sensors do not require power contin-
uously, but rather require power during a brief “wake-up” time used for periodic data col-
lection. This “wake-up” time is application driven and thus, the power delivered by the
energy harvesting mechanism will vary by application. 
In addition to the time, another application driven variable is the parallel load, RL,
on the output, as shown in Figure 5.28, where the switch indicates when the sensor is con-
nected to the energy harvesting device for power. In this example, it is assumed that the
period of time between “wake-up” is greater than that to charge up Cstore to Vmax. The
instantaneous power, Pinst, is then given by the expression in (5.39), where VL is the voltage
across the load as a function of Vmax and RLCStore. From these equations, and as expected,
Pinst increases with Cstore for a given load, RL. This also presents another factor to consider
when selecting a proper size for Cstore.
(5.39)
Figure 5.28 A schematic of a load, RL, from a sensor to be powered by the maximum voltage, Vmax,
on Cstore. The load is connected when the device “wakes up” and requires power. This
event usually happens periodically as opposed to continuously for many of the devices
















5.6.6.7 Additional Voltage Output Circuit Information
There are several important notes to make with the circuit discussed in the sections above.
First, diodes are inherently leaky. Second, there is also a finite resistance between any
capacitor and ground. Third, there are additional ohmic losses due to interconnect and the
impedance of the test equipment. These three factors lead to the decay of the pre-charge
voltage, -Vin, on Cinit and of the harvested voltage, Vout. 
Proper diode selection is paramount to success of this extraction circuit. Low leak-
age diodes have reverse leakage currents ranging from 0.5 nA to 200 nA. The best way to
compensate for the effect of the reverse leakage current, and other contributions to circuit
leakage, is to increase the bubble refresh rate such that the recharge occurs faster than leak-
age. Empirical results show that this is possible and will be shown in Section 5.6.8.
5.6.7 Conversion Circuit Simulation
The conversion circuit was modeled using a SPICE simulator. The model and the results
are discussed below for a large and a small Cstore. The diode model used in the simulation
for D1 and D2 is the BAS116 diode model. This is the same diode used in the circuit that
was tested and measured.
5.6.7.1 Simulation Model
As discussed in Section 5.6.6.2 and given by equation (5.27), the variable capacitor, Cvar,
can be modeled as a variable current source, iCv(t). An illustration of how dCvar/dt results
in an iCv(t) is shown in Figure 5.29. The voltage output conversion circuit was simulated
using the measured velocity value for a syringe pump delivering a volumetric flow rate of
100 µL/min. This velocity set the slope of the fall and rise time for the change in capaci-
tance.
5.6.7.2 Conversion Circuit Simulation for a Small Cstore
The value of the voltage on Cinit is shown in Figure 5.30(a). This node remains at the value
of Vin which was set to -5 V, and as such is labeled, Vin. The current, iCv(t) caused by dCvar/
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dt is shown in Figure 5.30(b) for the time duration of the simulation. The current through
the charging diode, D2, is shown in Figure 5.30(c). Note that as Vout increases, the magni-
tude of the peak current through D2 decreases. The storage capacitor size used in this sim-
ulation was 100 pF. Recall that a small Cstore will charge up to Vmax relatively quickly as
demonstrated by the output voltage, Vout, in Figure 5.30(d). The amount of ∆Vout for each
leading bubble edge decreases as Vout increases. The maximum voltage that can be seen on
Vout based on the change in Cvar is 17 V. The predicted energy, Estore, is 0.14 nJ once Vout
= Vmax. The instantaneous power was calculated using equation (5.39) for a load resistance,
RL, of 100 kΩ. The Instantaneous power, Pinst, versus time for Cstore = 100 pF is shown in
Figure 5.32(b). The maximum instantaneous power that can be generated by this circuit is
3 mW.
Figure 5.29 Illustration of the simulation model where Cvar is modeled as a variable current source.









Figure 5.30 Simulation results for voltage output conversion circuit for a small Cstore of 100 pF. The
fall and rise times were set by using measured velocities for syringe pump delivered
volumetric flow rate of 100 µL/min. (a) Initial voltage at the node between Cinit and Cvar,
(b) iCv versus time, (c) current through diode D2, iD2, conducts as Cvar decreases, or at
each simulated water to air interface (d) Vout versus time. Vmax = 17 V. The energy,
Estore, on Cstore once Vout = Vmax is 0.14 nJ. 















































5.6.7.3 Conversion Circuit Simulation for a Large Cstore
The storage capacitor size used as a large capacitor value is 100 µF. The value of the volt-
age on Cinit is shown in Figure 5.31(a). This node remains at the value of Vin which was set
to -5 V, and as such is labeled, Vin. The current, iCv(t) caused by dCvar/dt is shown in Figure
5.32(b) for the time duration of the simulation. The current through the charging diode D2,
iD2(t), is shown in Figure 5.32(c). As Cvar decreases, the current through D2 increases, as
shown, so that it conducts to Cstore. Recall that a large Cstore will take a long time to charge
up to Vmax. As shown in (d), the output voltage, Vout, increases in small step sizes (note the
scale on the y-axis in Figure 5.32 and compare to that in Figure 5.31). Each leading bubble
edge increases Vout by approximately 4.7 µV. The maximum voltage, Vmax, that can be seen
on Cstore = 100 µF is the same as that from Cstore = 100 pF, where Vmax = 17 V. However,
because Cstore is so large in this example, each ∆Vout is very small. Nonetheless, the pre-
dicted energy on Cstore is 14.4 mJ once Vout = Vmax. 
The instantaneous power was calculated using equation (5.39) for a load resistance,
RL, of 100 kΩ. The Instantaneous power, Pinst, versus time for Cstore = 100 µF is shown in
Figure 5.32(a). The maximum instantaneous power that can be generated by this circuit is
3 mW. Note that because a larger Cstore has more energy when charged to Vmax, the time it
takes to dissipate that energy (i.e. power) is longer.
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Figure 5.31 Simulation results for voltage output conversion circuit for a large Cstore of 100 µF. The
fall and rise times were set by using measured velocities for syringe pump delivered
volumetric flow rate of 100 µL/min. (a) Initial voltage at the node between Cinit and Cvar,
(b) iCv versus time, (c) current through diode D2, iD2, conducts as Cvar decreases, or at
each simulated water to air interface (d) Vout versus time. Vmax = 17 V for small Cstore.
Therefore, the energy, Estore, on Cstore once Vout = Vmax is 14.4 mJ. However, Vout does
not reach Vmax in the transient time frame of the simulation. Vout at t = 50 s is 0.12 mV.
Estore at t = 50 s is 7×10-13 J. The ∆Vout for each -∆Cvar is approximately 4.7 µV.
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Figure 5.32 Simulation results for the instantaneous power, Pinst, for one large and one small Cstore
value. (a) Pinst versus time for Cstore = 100 µF. (b) Pinst versus time for Cstore = 100 pF.
The power was calculated for a load resistance of 100 kΩ. From these simulations, it is
clear that a small Cstore will discharge very quickly, and as such, the selection of Cstore is
dependent upon the interval of time during which power is needed for the load.
(b)
(a)

































5.6.7.4 Discussion of Simulation Results
Based on these simulation results, and given sufficiently low parasitic losses, the transpira-
tion based energy conversion mechanism should be able to provide a measurable output for
each leading bubble edge. Note however, that the velocities used in this simulation were
those expected from a syringe pump providing a volumetric flow rate of 100 µL/min. This
volumetric flow rate was used because dC/dt will be sufficiently high enough to provide an
output voltage that is measurable. Based on measured results, we know that the volumetric
flow rate set by the syringe pump results in a flow velocity that is approximately 20X that
of the evaporator with 6 µm pore diameters. Thus, we can expect that the output of the
evaporation driven flow would be 20X less than that of the syringe pump.
Further, a large Cstore was selected for use during testing because of its long dis-
charge time. Since the device was going to be tested “in vivo”, that is, a multimeter was
going to be continuously measuring the output voltage on Cstore, it was imperative that the
discharge time be significantly longer than the sample rate of the multimeter.
5.6.8 Voltage Output Conversion Circuit Results
During testing, polytetrafluoroethylene, or PTFE tubing was loaded with alternating sec-
tions of water and air bubbles to provide a large number of dielectric interfaces. The tubing
was connected to s syringe that was loaded into a syringe pump to deliver a volumetric flow
rate of 100 µL/min. The circuit in Figure 5.21 was pre charged to a voltage of -5 V when
only water is between the variable capacitor electrodes (i.e. Cvar = Cmax) and then the volt-
age source was disconnected. The output voltage on Cstore was then measured using an
Agilent 34401A digital multi meter and recorded using a GPIB cable and LabVIEW inter-
face. The resolution of the multimeter is 100 nV as reported by the manufacturer. A photo-
graph of the test set-up is shown in Figure 5.33. A microscope and camera were used to
record video of the bubbles traversing between the capacitor plates and synchronize them
with the measured output voltage. 
The measured output voltage, Vout, on Cstore is shown in Figure 5.34. The output
voltage is first measured for a few seconds with only water in between the variable capac-
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itor plates (Cvar = Cmax and dCvar/dt = 0). Note that the output voltage starts at a nominal
voltage of approximately 0.95 V, ideally, this should be 0 V. The output voltage then
decays slowly as a result of the impedance of the measurement instrument. When the
syringe pump is switched on at around t = 30 s, bubbles begin to traverse between the vari-
able capacitor electrodes causing Cvar to change from Cmax to Cmin and back to Cmax. Each
leading bubble edge results in an increase in output voltage of approximately 2 - 5 µV. This
is very close to the predicted voltage output from the simulation results shown in Figure
5.32(a) where ∆Vout = 4.7 µV. The cause of the measurement variability could be due to
two things: (1) the sample rate of the multimeter not synchronized with leading bubble
edges, and (2) the flow rate was not always consistent due air, a compressible fluid, in the
tubing. After the train of bubbles ended (t = 110 s), water was in between the variable
capacitor electrodes and the output voltage was still recorded. The decay from the leakage
in the circuit shows that within tens of seconds, the accumulated output voltage can be
reduced. These data take into account: (1) the bubble refresh rate, which is affected by
bubble size and was controlled by the syringe pump, (2) the leakage of diodes, and (3) the
leakage and decay from capacitors, interconnect and parasitic resistance.
In Figure 5.35, the output voltage measured by the multi meter is normalized to start
at Vout = 0 V and t = 0 s. This is to show what the output would look like if bubbles started








going between the variable capacitor electrodes as soon as measurement began. These mea-
sured data still take into account the leakage in the circuit and shows that voltage accumu-
lation can occur with the presented mechanism for mechanical to electrical energy
conversion.
The output voltage is also directly compared with the simulation results. Good
agreement is seen between simulation and measured results. However, at t > 30 s, the mea-
sured change in output voltage, ∆Vout, appears to decrease. This is due to the fact that the
bubble size at t > 30 s was larger than the bubble size at t < 30 s, thereby reducing the refresh
rate since there were fewer leading bubble edges causing fewer changes in Cvar. 
The measured energy as compared to the simulated results is shown in Figure 5.36.
The actual measured value for ∆Estore for each leading bubble edge is approximately 1.3
×10-15 J, depending on the ∆Vout for each leading bubble edge. After 50 seconds, the total
energy on Cstore, Estore(50) is measured to be approximately 5.3×10-13 J.
Figure 5.34 The measured output voltage (Vout on Cstore) using Agilent 34401A digital multi meter.
This plot has three regions. In region 1, Cvar = Cmax. In region 2, the syringe pump is
switched on and many bubbles are going between the electrodes. Cvar is changing from
Cmax to Cmin at a rate set by a syringe pump at 100 µL/min. In region 3, only water is in
the electrodes and Cvar = Cmax and shows natural decay at the output in this region. The
close up inset shows the steps due to individual bubbles. This data takes into account: (1)
the refresh rate, which is affected by bubble size, (2) the leakage of diodes, and (3)
leakage and decay from capacitors and interconnect.








































The maximum instantaneous power for this circuit, given the good agreement
between simulation and measurement, is expected to be 3 mW once Vout = Vmax, and was
given in Figure 5.32(a). Additional volumetric flow rates were tested and the ∆Vout/second
Figure 5.35 The measured voltage output, Vout, plotted such that Vout = 0 V at t = 0 s. This
measurement is compared to the simulation results for both ideal and the actual diode.
These data show that voltage accumulation can occur even with inherent leakage in the
system. The bubble length of the bubbles going between the electrodes was longer at t >
30 s than at t < 30 s reducing the refresh rate was slower. The slow refresh rate caused
the measurements to vary from the simulation results after t = 30 s. However, good
agreement between simulation and measurements is seen for t < 30 s.


















Figure 5.36 The measured energy, Estore, on the storage capacitor, Cstore, compared to the simulation
results both ideal and the actual diode. Energy is calculated as Estore = 1/2 Cstore Vout
2.
The maximum energy that can be harvested onto Cstore using the flow rate 100 µL/min is
14.4 mJ.


















was measured and is shown in Table 5.3. At low volumetric flow rates at or less than 20
µL/min, the change in voltage is negligible or even negative due to the fact that the leakage
is greater than the accumulated voltage.
5.7 Theoretical Limit of Transpiration Based Energy 
Harvesting
The theoretical limit of this technology depends on the size of the leading bubble edge
interface. As shown in Figure 5.37, the minimum variable capacitor length to allow for a
change in capacitance from Cmax to Cmin by a leading bubble edge is 150 µm. Therefore,
the minimum area, Amin, required for each variable capacitor is determined by equation
(5.40), where w = 500 µm and l = 150 µm for a minimum area of Amin = 7.5×10-8 m2. 
(5.40)
Table 5.3 The output voltage per second as a function volumetric flow rate.
Volumetric Flow Rate (µL/min) ∆Vout/second (V/s)
100 2.0×10-6- 5.0×10-6
20 0
5 -1.00×10-6, baseline leakage
0 -1.00×10-6, baseline leakage
Figure 5.37 Micrograph showing the leading edge of a bubble. The meniscus radius gives an idea of





This device will be operated in charge and discharge cycles. Therefore, to calculate
the average power, one can divide the energy on the storage capacitor, Cstore, when it is
charged to Vmax, over the time that it will take to accumulate a voltage of Vmax. Energy on
Cstore, Estore, at Vmax is given by equation (5.41). 
(5.41)
As discussed in previous sections, the time that it takes to reach Vmax is dependent
upon the size of Cstore. Thus, an estimate of the theoretical upper bound of power density
from this technology is calculated as a function of the size of Cstore. As shown in Figure
5.30, the time that it takes to reach within 5% of Vmax = 17 V for Cstore = 100 pF is approx-
imately 50 seconds. Additional simulations were run for Cstore values of 10 pF, 100 nF, 1
µF, and 100 µF. However, due to memory limitations of the simulation software package,
the time required to accumulate Vmax on Cstore was not determined for Cstore > 100 pF.
Table 5.4 lists the time that it takes to charge up to Cstore to Vmax, the energy on Estore, the
average power from a single device, Psingle, and the power density, Pdensity, calculated as a
function of area for Cstore = 10 pF and 100 pF. From Table 5.4 it is clear that the smaller
Cstore provides a higher power density. Device performance could be improved by reducing
the channel height to increase ∆Cvar.
5.8 Energy Efficiency
If the transpiration-based energy conversion mechanism presented in this chapter is to be
used as a stand alone energy harvesting device, the energy efficiency must be greater than
0%. That means that for every Joule of energy input to charge the initial capacitor, Cinit, a
greater number of Joules are output or stored on the storage capacitor, Cstore.
Table 5.4 The average power scavenged by fully charged device calculated by taking the energy on 
Cstore at Vmax = 17 V and dividing it by the time to reach Vmax. The maximum power density as a 
function of area is calculated by dividing the power from a single device by the interface area.
Cstore, F Time to Reach Vmax, s Estore(Vmax), J Psingle, W Pdensity, W/cm2
10×10-12 3 1.4×10-9 0.5×10-9 0.6×10-6







From [57], two modes of operation for an energy harvesting device can be defined
when it is used to power an electronic device. The first is when the power consumption of
electronic device is less than the power provided by the energy harvester. The second is
when power consumption of the electronic device is larger than the power provided by the
energy harvester. The second case is the more likely case if the transpiration-based energy
harvesting device were implemented. Thus, the operation of the electronic device that is
suitable is a discontinuous one. For example, a sensor that takes a measurement once a day
or once an hour. Based on the discussion in [57], for discontinuous modes of operation it is
more useful to describe the energy generated rather than the power generated because the
energy sets the time limit between device operation. Figure 5.38 illustrates the power and
energy generated and spent versus time for the discontinuous operation example described
above. In the case of discontinuous operation, the electronic device shuts down until suffi-
cient energy levels are stored on Cstore.
Figure 5.38 Power and energy versus time in the case of discontinuous operation. For this case, the
device must be OFF until enough energy is collected in the storage element. Caption and
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The limiting component for energy efficiency is the initial capacitor. This capacitor
has a finite resistive path to ground, as shown in Figure 5.39. The magnitude of that parallel
resistance, Rpinit, will determine how quickly the initial capacitor will lose charge and
require a refresh from another power supply, battery, or capacitor. For the devices in this
work, the initial capacitor had a manufacturer specified parallel resistance of 10 GΩ. This
large parallel resistance results in low leakage and thus, due to memory limitations of sim-
ulation software, could not be used to show how long it would take to drain all of Vinit from
Cinit. Therefore, an exaggerated leakage caused by a small Rpinit is used to discuss the
energy efficiency requirements of the transpiration-based energy conversion device should
it be used as a stand alone energy harvester. With a small Rpinit value of 10 MΩ, we expect
that the charge on the initial capacitor will drain quickly. An example of the loss of Vinit on
Cinit is given in Figure 5.40(a) which will then yield in an output voltage, Vout, on Cstore as
shown in Figure 5.40(b). Even if the variable capacitor is still changing (i.e. bubbles are
still traversing between the variable capacitor electrodes), no output voltage can be accu-
mulated if Vinit = 0 V. As the absolute value of Vinit approaches 0 V, the current caused by
the change in capacitance also decreases as is obvious from equation (5.27). Obviously, a
Figure 5.39 Energy conversion circuit showing finite resistor, Rpinit, that provides a resistive path to
ground to drain Vinit from Cinit. The magnitude or Rpinit will determine how quickly Cinit






capacitor with a 10 GΩ parasitic resistance will discharge 1000 times slower, or in approx-
imately 30 s × 1000 = 8.3 hours. 
Some overhead electronics will be included in order to regulate a refresh circuit in
an actual implementation of this technology as a stand alone energy harvesting device. An
example of the proposed refresh circuit is shown in Figure 5.41. Many researchers have
studied the control electronics for this purpose and it is a topic of ongoing investigation
[93],[99],[100]. The overhead electronics will utilize a switch or a diode to recharge the ini-
tial capacitor to Vinit when the magnitude of the potential across Cinit drops below a certain
level. An example of simulation results of the recharge on Vinit is given in Figure 5.42(a)
yielding an output voltage, Vout, shown in Figure 5.42(b). Based on these simulations, the
percent efficiency of this technology as a stand alone energy harvesting device can be cal-
culated using equation (5.42), where the final energy of the system, Efinal, is given by equa-
tion (5.43), the initial energy in the system, Einitial, is given by equation (5.44), and
Eoverhead is the energy requirement of the overhead electronics to refresh the initial voltage
on Cinit. Note that Vinit is the starting initial voltage, which in these examples is -5 V.
Figure 5.40 The initial voltage, Vinit, and output voltage, Vout, on Cinit and Cstore, respectively, due to
a high leakage from a small parallel resistance on Cinit. This example uses an
exaggerated leakage resistance to illustrate the refresh requirement concept. In this
case, there is not refresh of the initial voltage and it slowly drains to 0 V.























































Figure 5.42 The initial voltage, Vinit, and output voltage, Vout, on Cinit and Cstore, respectively, using a
refresh circuit to recharge the voltage, Vinit, on Cinit. This example uses an exaggerated
leakage resistance to illustrate the refresh requirement concept and the initial voltage is







Using equations (5.42) - (5.44), a bound can be set for the maximum energy con-
sumption of the overhead electronics, Eoverhead, in order to achieve a percent efficiency
great than 0%. Simulation results for the percent efficiency as a function of the energy con-
sumption of overhead electronics is given in Figure 5.43. At small Cstore values such as 1




































Figure 5.43 Percent efficiency versus energy requirements of overhead electronics. The efficiency is
dependent upon the size of Cstore and Cinit. For all of the simulation results above, Cinit =
100 nF and Cstore was varied from 1 nF to 20 nF. Best efficiency is achieved with a large
Cstore. At small Cstore values of 1 nF, the energy harvesting mechanism would achieve
negative efficiency where more energy is input into the system than is being harvested.
The energy consumption of the overhead electronics should be less than 1 µJ per refresh
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more energy is input into the system than is being harvested out. The energy consumption
of the overhead electronics should be less than 1 µJ per refresh cycle in order to achieve a
percent efficiency greater than 0% for a Cstore = 20 nF. For comparison, a single 0.25 µm
MOSFET running at 5 V would have an energy consumption of approximately 0.5 × Cgate
V2 = 1/2 × 5 fF × 52 = 62.5 fJ.
The ultimate efficiency of the use of the transpiration based mechanism as a stand
alone energy harvesting device will be determined by the requirements of the overhead
electronics and the requirements of the electronic device that will be powered by the energy
harvester. Further exploration of this topic is necessary in any future research of transpira-
tion based energy harvesting mechanisms.
5.9 Summary of Chapter Contributions
A transpiration based energy conversion device was presented in this chapter. The device
introduced a novel mechanism for electrostatic electrical energy harvesting from evapora-
tion-driven motion. The device was inspired by microvasculature in plants to maximize
hydraulic conductance during transpiration. The microfluidic nature of the design was
characterized and enhanced using porous material as evaporators. Subsequently, the elec-
trical aspects of the design were characterized including measured changes in capacitance,
current flow due to charge redistribution, charge, voltage output from a conversion circuit,
energy, and power. All results accounted for leakage inherent in the circuits which included
the leakage contribution of diodes, interconnect, and instrumentation. Devices were also
coupled to show that the outputs can be added using the same circuit and that multiple
devices can either increase the refresh rate or increase the magnitude of the output current,
showing how multiple devices can help the refresh rate. Both simulation and measured
results are included for all electrical parameters. The theoretical upper bound on the scav-
enged power density, as a function of the size of the storage capacitor in the device, was
determined. Lastly, a discussion of the maximum energy requirements of overhead elec-




The technical contributions and achievements of this work are described within this chap-
ter.
6.1 Summary of Thesis Contributions
This thesis has described the use of transpiration as mechanism for energy conversion. Two
technologies were developed, modeled, and tested. Both transpiration based technologies
were inspired by plants. The transpiration based actuators were inspired by the fern spo-
rangium mechanism for spore dispersal. The transpiration based electrical energy conver-
sion technology was inspired by the passive pumping mechanism in plants. The technology
related achievements and contributions of this work are as follows:
6.1.1 Development and Analysis of Transpiration Actuation
The surface tension of water is coupled with evaporation at room temperature to result in a
distributed actuation mechanism. An analytical model based on the principle of virtual
work was developed to study this mechanism. Micro scale devices were fabricated through
a single mask process using a silicone polymer. They present the basis for a way to create
bottom up self-assembly by using the transient water-driven deflections of multiple
devices. The microactuators exhibited large tip deflections of 3.5 mm, angular rotations of
330o, and forces per unit length of 5.75 mN/m to 67.75 mN/m depending on geometric
design parameters. Empirical and theoretical results both conclude that scaling into the
nano-regime would also yield large actuation deflections. During the exploration of nano
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scale actuators, a fabrication process was developed to make suspended PMMA actuators
with feature sizes as small as 80 nm. 
The transpiration driven actuators developed here provide the basis of a robust
method for using surface tension, evaporation, and geometrically programmed deformation
profiles as a way to make common materials transpiration based actuating sheets.
6.1.2 Transpiration for Electrical Energy Harvesting
A novel device consisting of a biomimetic leaf like microchannel network was embedded
with alternating dielectrics of water and air bubbles. As each water to air interface passed
between capacitor electrodes, energy can be harvested electrostatically. The main contribu-
tions of this portion of the thesis is that it provides a compelling proof of concept for the
use of transpiration as an energy conversion mechanism that could be used in energy har-
vesting applications. The study of this mechanism includes the following:
• Fluidic analysis and characterization of the flow rates of bubbles in
microchannels via evaporation-driven flow were carried out to opti-
mize the hydraulic resistance of channels using Murray’s Law.
• Enhancement of evaporation-driven flow by porous materials as
evaporators led to a several order of magnitude increase in volumet-
ric flow rate.
• Modeling and measurement of pressures in the full system that affect
the flow rate including that due to a non-zero voltage on the capaci-
tive electrodes. 
• Theoretical and empirical measurements of current and charge gener-
ated by each change in capacitance from water to air with various
fluidic flow rates using a charge redistribution circuit. Further,
empirical measurements show that individual devices can be placed
in parallel to generate more current.
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• A thorough analysis of the theory governing a voltage output conver-
sion circuit was presented including simulation results. This analysis
was used to compare the effect of various discrete component proper-
ties on the output voltage (i.e. storage capacitor and diodes).
• Perhaps the most significant contribution of this work is the demon-
stration that evaporation driven flows can be used to charge pump a
storage capacitor for use as an energy source. An energy conversion
circuit was theoretically analyzed, modeled, and tested to exhibit an
accumulated voltage on a storage capacitor due to the flow of bub-
bles and water between electrodes in microchannel. An accumulation
in voltage of 2 - 5 µV was measured for each leading bubble edge. A
discussion using the theoretical analysis and simulation describes
how to modify the conversion circuit, and subsequently, dVout/dt, to
suit an energy harvesting application. 
• Most importantly, this work has demonstrated that evaporation
driven flows can be used to charge pump a storage capacitor for use
as an energy source. Further, this thesis presents a thorough analysis
of the conversion circuit to enable optimization of its use in this, and
other electrostatic energy harvesting technologies.
6.2 Future Research Topics
Although the prototypes developed in this work were successful proofs-of-concept of tran-
spiration as a mechanism for energy conversion, there are certainly many performance met-
rics and design aspects that can be improved to suit additional applications in sensing and
energy harvesting.
6.2.1 The Future of Transpiration Actuation
One interesting topic that warrants further investigation is the use of transpiration actuation
as a mechanism to geometrically program deformation profiles in sheets of material. An
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early proof of concept was demonstrated in Section 2.10, however, this technology would
be very interesting to explore at the nanoscale where sheets of material could be designed
to deform with changes in humidity and temperature. Further, they can be used as sensors
based on the environmental conditions that cause evaporation and condensation.
6.2.2 Transpiration for Electrical Energy Harvesting
The use of transpiration for electrical energy harvesting presents many interesting topics
that warrant further investigation. 
• In this thesis, the device utilized alternating flow of bubbles and
water in straight main channels. Obviously the introduction of a bub-
ble into the system requires energy. However, an air bubble can be
replaced by a dielectric bead such as a polystyrene bead. The air bub-
bles are used for the development and characterization of the pre-
sented energy conversion mechanism. A future modification would
be to embed a bubble, or another dielectric like a polymer with a low
dielectric constant, in a circulating track where the same bubble or
polymer bead acts like a dynamo as it passes through the capacitor
plates. Use of a polystyrene bead is suggested for future research on
the explored mechanism of transpiration for energy conversion. 
• In this work, porous evaporators were used to enhance the evapora-
tion driven flow. An interesting future direction would be to embed
these porous evaporators into the microfabricated channels and to
couple the bifurcating networks that obey Murray’s Law with the
small cylindrical networks in porous materials to yield an optimized
flow rate via evaporation.
• Another significant topic that warrants further investigation is the use
of a different substrate material. A glass substrate was used in this
work for testing purposes so as to be able to visually observe when
bubble motion though the channel. Glass, however, is not an ideal
fabrication material for this work because it usually requires isotro-
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pic wet etching, which provides poor aspect ratios. A better material
would be silicon, where dry etching can achieve excellent aspect
ratios. 
• Another benefit to using silicon is that the capacitor electrodes could
be made out of doped silicon and then an ultra-thin, but excellent and
pinhole free dielectric insulator of silicon dioxide would be thermally
grown. The devices in this work utilized approximately 1 µm of
parylene C to insulate one of the capacitor electrodes. The thickness
of this material greatly limits the change in capacitance from water to
air. However, the 1 µm thickness was necessary to achieve a pinhole
free layer using parylene. A much larger ∆Cvar would be obtained as
the dielectric thickness is reduced. The silicon dioxide would also
have the added benefit of being hydrophilic.
• Another important subject that should be explored in the future
development of a stand alone energy harvesting device is the package
in which that device will be housed. A package contains the connec-
tions from the device to the outside world and can add up to the
majority of the cost of an electronic device. Like energy harvesting
applications, no one package meets the needs of all electronic com-
ponents because each device will operate in a specific environment.
The devices in this work will operate by either using condensation or
another water supply as a source at the inlet and by using evaporation
at the outlet to drive the flow of water. Therefore, the package that
can be used for this device must have an opening to the outside
world. However, the charge pump circuit of the full system must be
isolated from moisture in the environment to prevent electrical short-
ing due to water. 
• For these devices to be used as stand alone energy scavengers, a reli-
able source of water is necessary. The devices developed in this work
can be used in two areas: 1) Applications where water is available,
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one example would be on fire hydrants, and 2) applications where
moisture could be collected from the environment via condensation.
Researchers are using biomimicry to develop such techniques for
water harvesting [15] which can be used as a water source for the
technology in this thesis. This technology would require that the
package be open to the environment in order to collect water. The
former application, where water is available, would require the pack-
age to have an inlet and outlet for the water.
• Lastly, further studies of the energy requirements of overhead elec-
tronics like those discussed in Section 5.8 must be carried out to
determine the energy efficiency of a transpiration based method of
energy harvesting including refresh electronics.
6.3 Concluding Remarks
This thesis presented the use transpiration as a mechanism for energy conversion. Two tran-
spiration based energy conversion micro devices were developed successfully. The first use
of transpiration is to drive a microactuator that uses evaporation as an energy source. The
second use of transpiration is as an electrical energy conversion mechanism that could be
used as an energy harvester. Devices were developed, modeled, and characterized. Topics
that warrant further investigation were presented in the previous section. It is the authors
aim that the transpiration based energy conversion mechanism introduced and developed
in this thesis to be refined to a point where it can be used as an energy harvesting technology
to replace batteries for low power sensor electronics. 
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